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This report presents findings from a project undertaken in collaboration with the Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition. An environmental scan of the literature was conducted, which reviews the ethical, legal and policy implications of system of ethics review and approval for studies that span multiple sites and jurisdictions termed “ethics review mutual recognition.” The report additionally identifies barriers to, and opportunities for implementing ethics review during public health emergencies in low-and middle-income countries from the perspectives of Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition members and their affiliates.
• Research ethics committees (RECs) institutionalized the review of responsible conduct of research involving humans and proliferated in response to abusive practices in the late 20th Century.

• Advances in communication and computing dramatically improved the ability for researchers to collaborate but have not resulted in parallel improvements to REC review policy.

• Growing empirical data show that an institution-by-institution approach to ethics review is redundant, costly, and inefficient when applied to multisite studies. A secondary concern emerges where research spans multiple jurisdictions, raising issues of regulatory parity and varied measures of equivalent protections.

• The pandemic has demonstrated that multisite/national reviews can be accelerated via centralization without comprising review quality or rigor when provided adequate human and material resources.

• Ethics review mutual recognition is a reciprocal system of institutional research ethics review and approval in which the decisions of a competent, qualified REC or institution are recognized by another RECs based on shared procedural standards.
• Procedure, not substantive ethics is the locus of reciprocity under ethics review mutual recognition. Reciprocal agreements pursuant to mutual recognition of REC procedures do not supplant authorization from local sites, nor do they sidestep community representation that local RECs embed in the review process.

• Successful implementation of ethics review mutual recognition is conditional on i) determining procedural equivalence and ii) establishing reciprocity among participating RECs.

• Findings from the consultative activities affirm that centralizing elements of the ethics review workflow perturbs at least three embedded relationships in the research institution with implications for establishing reciprocity: between the reliant or centralized REC and the local i) REC, ii) researchers, and iii) communities.

• National legislation, guidelines and policies reflect the normative ethics principles codified in international conventions such as CIOMS, UNESCO Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights, and broadly adhere to WHO Standard Guidelines on RECs. This suggests broad consensus on REC roles, responsibilities and structure upon which the condition of procedural equivalence could plausibly rest.

• Chief barriers to establishing reciprocity included lack of conceptual clarity on the protected roles of local RECs, the heterogeneity of regulatory environments within which RECs currently operate and perceived inequities in North-South research collaborations that mutual recognition could further inflame.

• All models of ethics review mutual recognition summarized in this report aims to balance the need for quality and expedience in multinational reviews based on shared REC standards while preserving local input required to ensure a given study can be conducted effectively at local sites.

• If pursued, the future scalability of mutual recognition would require at a minimum, equal representation from research systems with highly integrated as well as newly developing REC infrastructure in modeling approaches to establish reciprocity.
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**Benefit**
A favourable consequence arising from a study, for example the demonstration that a vaccine is effective in a randomized controlled trial or the identification of a workplace hazard in an observational study.

**Bioethics**
A field of ethical enquiry that examines ethical issues and dilemmas arising from health, health care, and research involving humans.

**Compensation**
That which is given in recompense, as an equivalent rendered, or remuneration.

**Confidentiality**
The obligation to keep information secret unless its disclosure has been appropriately authorized by the person concerned or, in extraordinary circumstances, by the appropriate authorities.

**Conflict of Interest**
In the research context, scientists have a conflict of interest if they stand to achieve personal gain (money or the equivalent) by failing to discharge professional obligations, either to protect the welfare of participants or to uphold the integrity of the scientific process.

**Consent form**

An easily understandable written document that documents a potential participant’s consent to be involved in research which describes the rights of an enrolled research participant. This form should communicate the following in a clear and respectful manner: research timeframe; title of research; researchers involved; purpose of research; description of research; potential harms and benefits; treatment alternatives; statement of confidentiality; information and data to be collected; how long the data will be kept, how it will be stored and who can access it; any conflicts of interest; a statement of the participant’s right to withdraw from participation at any point; and declarative statement of understanding that the potential participant agrees to and signs. The consent form should be in a language that the potential participant understands. For potential participants with limited literacy, the verbal communication of the consent document details should be provided along with proper documentation of consent, if it be given.

**Ethical guidelines**

Guidance documents which assist with decisions relating to the responsibility to adhere to established and relevant standards of ethical principles and practice.

**Ethics review mutual recognition**

A conceptual system of multinational research ethics review and approval in which the decisions of a competent, qualified REC in the sponsoring country are recognized by RECs in a host country based on shared procedural standards.

**Expedit ed/accelerated review**

Review of proposed research by the REC chair or a designated voting member or group of voting members rather than by the entire REC.

**Multisite/institution review**

REC review of a research study conducted according to a single protocol but at more than one site or institution, and, therefore, carried out by more than one investigator.

**Multinational**

Of or relating to more than one country e.g. multinational review.

**Participant**

Individual involved in a research protocol. Also referred to as human subject.

**Personal data**

Data that relate to a living person and contain personally identifying information.

**Principal investigator (PI)**

The main researcher overseeing or conducting the research process.
| **Privacy** | The state or condition of being alone, undisturbed, or free from public attention, as a matter of choice or right; seclusion; freedom from interference or intrusion; absence or avoidance of publicity or display; secrecy, concealment, discretion; protection from public knowledge or availability |
| **Quorum** | A quorum is the minimum number of members that must be present to constitute a valid meeting where decisions can be taken concerning submissions put forward for ethical review. A meeting is quorate when a quorum is present. |
| **Reimburse** | To repay (a sum of money which has been spent or lost). |
| **Researcher** | A person who engages in the methodical and systematic investigation of hypotheses with the goal of contributing to new knowledge. |
| **Research ethics committee** (REC) | Also known as ethical review board (ERB), ethical review committee (ERC), human research ethics committee (HREC), institutional review board (IRB). Group of individuals who undertake the ethical review of research protocols involving humans, applying agreed ethical principles. |
| **Research involving human participants** | Any social science, biomedical, behavioural, or epidemiological activity that entails systematic collection or analysis of data with the intent to generate new knowledge in which human beings: (1) are exposed to manipulation, intervention, observation or other interaction with investigators, either directly or through alteration of their environment; or (2) become individually identifiable through investigators’ collection, preparation or use of biological material or medical or other records. |
| **Research protocol** | A document that provides the background, rationale, and objective(s) of a social science, biomedical, behavioural, or epidemiological project and describes its design, methodology, and organization, including ethical and statistical considerations. Some of these considerations may be provided in other documents referred to in the protocol. |
| **Revision** | Requirement by the research ethics committee to alter the protocol in some way prior to approval or additional review by the committee. |
| **Risk** | The probability that an event, favourable or adverse, will occur within a defined time interval. Although often contrasted to benefit (as in a “risk/benefit ratio”), the term “potential harm” is better for that context. |
| **Sponsor** | An individual, company, institution, or organization that takes responsibility for the initiation, management, and/or financing of research. |
| **Voluntary** | Performed or done of one’s own free will, impulse, or choice; not constrained, prompted, or suggested by another, free of coercion, duress, or undue inducement. Used in the health and disability care and research contexts to refer to a consumer’s or participant’s decision to receive health or disability care or to participate (or continue to participate) in a research activity. |
| **Vulnerable research population** | Vulnerable persons are those who by nature of their situation are relatively (or absolutely) incapable of protecting their own interests. More formally, they may have insufficient power, capacity, education, resources, strength, or other needed attributes to protect their own interests. Individuals whose willingness to volunteer in a research study may be unduly influenced by the expectation, whether justified or not, of benefits associated with participation, or of a retaliatory response from senior members of a hierarchy in case of refusal to participate may also be considered vulnerable. Examples are members of a group with a hierarchical structure, such as medical, pharmacy, dental, and nursing students, subordinate hospital and laboratory personnel, employees of the pharmaceutical industry, members of the armed forces, and persons kept in detention. Other potentially vulnerable persons may include patients with incurable diseases, people in nursing homes, unemployed or impoverished people, patients in emergency situations, ethnic minority groups, homeless people, nomads, refugees, minors, and those incapable of giving consent. This list may not be exhaustive as there may be circumstances in which other groups are considered vulnerable, women for example, in an orthodox patriarchal society. |
Introduction

At the time of writing, an estimated 2 million people have died and 92 million more have been infected worldwide with Covid-19. National healthcare systems have been crippled, international borders restricted, and entire economies halted as a result. These grim realities rank the Covid-19 pandemic among the gravest public health crises ever experienced in human history. Not all populations, however, have suffered equally from its health-related, social and economic impacts [1]. Since first identifying the virus in the Wuhan province of China in late 2019, scientific research has been essential in the generation of knowledge needed to manage and address the pandemic. For instance, epidemiological research has shown that gross inequalities in the social determinants of health heighten mortality rates and are directly linked to how effectively communities can exercise known strategies to mitigate the risk of Covid-19 transmission—such as social distancing, hand hygiene and use of personal protective equipment [2].

Pandemics intensify the need for timely, rigorous, and accessible scientific evidence that can guide


public health responses and catalyze therapeutic discovery. Scientific collaboration accelerates this evidence generation. Siloed regulatory environments within which multisite/national studies are reviewed and approved, however, can delay important research, increase administrative burdens and apply inconsistent protections. Already the experiences of several research consortia in the Global Clinical COVID-19 Research Coalition indicate that multiple ethics reviews have delayed the start of research projects, and this is of pressing concern.

The COVID-19 Clinical Research Coalition (https://covid19crc.org/) seeks to promote global research collaboration on COVID-19, particularly in the context of low- and middle-income countries. Its Ethics WG has been working on various ethics issues in relation to COVID-19 and identified a need for additional analysis and guidance development as it relates to ensuring expedient and comprehensive ethics review of Covid-related research protocols where such research involves institutions across jurisdictions.

Ethics review mutual recognition has been proposed as one approach to reduce procedural inefficiencies that often confound multisite/national review. Mutual recognition refers to a system of extra-jurisdictional review and approval for multisite/national studies by which the decisions of one REC are accepted by another REC on the basis of shared procedural standards. Originally proposed to facilitate international research in the field of genetic/genomic sciences, ethics review mutual recognition has yet to be considered for application during public health emergencies or in low- and middle-income countries, specifically (See Part II). The current report seeks to map the barriers and opportunities for ethics review mutual recognition in the context of clinical COVID-19 research and future pandemics.
Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition project summary

This report is the culminating deliverable of a project funded through Health Ethics & Governance Unit of the World Health Organization (WHO) in collaboration with the Ethics Working Group of the Covid 19 Clinical Research Coalition. The project aimed to support strengthening the research evidence base on systems of centralized ethics review and approval to better inform the development of international guidance for research organizations responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. This project sought to understand the obstacles to and opportunities for ethics review mutual recognition for multisite/national research taking place in the context of global pandemics and in low- and middle-income countries. The project addresses this important policy need by

---

**Box 1 Ethics review mutual recognition in pandemic response settings.**

*A global Covid-19 Research Coalition Project aims and deliverables*

1. **Aim**—Describe the current state of ethics review mutual recognition, including a clear description of obstacles, cooperative agreements and approaches proposed in the empirical and policy literature.

   **Deliverable**—Peer reviewed publication of environmental scan and proposed applications of ethics review mutual recognition in pandemic settings.

2. **Aim**—Identify how institutions and Covid-19 researchers currently approach multiple ethics review and conduct a needs assessment among Coalition members.

   **Deliverable**—Provide a platform for Covid-19 researchers and ethics review boards to share experiences, lessons learned, and institutional approaches to reviewing multi-site protocols during the pandemic.

3. **Aim**—Develop priority areas, propose tools and practical strategies for taking ethics review equivalency forward in Covid-19 research for the Global Coalition and for sister organizations such as PHEPREN.

   **Deliverable**—Formal report describing a) the current state of the art of the academic debate in ethics review equivalency, including models and agreements; b) key roadblocks to and opportunities for ethics equivalency in Covid-19 ethics review and c) propose priority areas, tools and practical strategies to formalize ethics review equivalency.
contributing three deliverables with corresponding specific aims provided in Box 1.

Preliminary discussions with members of the Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition (herein referred to as the “Coalition”) generated considerable controversy around the conceptual definitions and proposals for ethics review mutual recognition. The associated project goals were modified accordingly to focus alternatively on nuancing the underlying social, cultural and policy roots of these concerns.

Report goals
This report is pursuant to modified Deliverable 3 (Box 1), and presents results from an environmental scan and consultative process, respectively, that

i. Landscapes the current policy debate of ethics review mutual recognition identified in the empirical and grey literature and
ii. Describes how Coalition members and affiliated institutions currently approach multisite/national ethics review, identifying key roadblocks to, and opportunities for mutual recognition to accelerate research related to pandemic management.

Consultant process
The Co-Chair of the Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition Ethics Working group identified the consultant for the funded project based on the consultant’s expertise in ethics review mutual recognition and comparative REC policy. The consultant was subsequently approved by the Director of the Health Ethics & Governance Unit of the World Health Organization. The project was funded in November 2020; a completed report was requested by December 31, 2020 and was conducted independently with the following exceptions. The consultant received a consulting fee from as part of the approved project budget to conduct the background research on ethics review mutual recognition. The fee also supported the consultant in holding consultative meetings with Coalition members and their affiliates, as well as to present the project at academic conferences to inform the assessment of key challenges and opportunities of ethics review mutual recognition (Aim/Deliverable 2). Payment was not contingent on the conclusions found. The Ethics Working Group was presented with the opportunity to read and comment on the final report on January 27th, 2021. Editorial revisions were made to improve clarity, formatting and overall comprehension of the report based on feedback from this group and in preparation for final submission.

Evidence retrieval, generation and synthesis
Literature review

An environmental scan of the literature served as the primary mechanism for retrieving published evidence on ethics review mutual recognition. The consultant performed a systematic search in PubMed for conceptual and empirical articles relating to multisite ethics review within a single country, and experiences reviewing multinational studies. A detailed search strategy including MeSH terms is provided in Annex 1. Articles were screened for relevance and organized by region. In general, the articles retained for inclusion in this scan described the ethical, legal and policy implications of an extra-jurisdictional or multinational system of streamlining ethics review for international studies or detailed domestic approaches to multisite review via REC centralization.

Consultative activities

Current approaches to REC review of multisite/multinational studies related to Covid-19, REC experiences and lessons learned were collected through a series of consultative activities with members of the Coalition, their colleagues, and a snowball sample of researchers identified from the authors list of relevant peer reviewed publications related to ethics review mutual recognition. The activities included individual and group meetings held virtually, webinars and academic presentations. The consultant attended monthly Coalition meetings and reported on the progress of the project as well as openly invited Coalition members to meet on an individual basis. Coalition members referred the consultant to additional colleagues, experts or experienced policy actors in their respective countries.

Eleven, 1-hr consultative meetings were held from November 3 to December 15, 2020 with stakeholders who represented RECs in nine countries and four distinct geographic regions. Three informants corresponded with the consultant via email, sharing their perspectives in response to targeted questions centered on their pre-existing knowledge of the concept of mutual recognition, as well as whether and how it could be used to support multisite/multinational review based on existing REC structures in their country of origin. Findings from these individual meetings were supplemented by six webinar discussions and academic presentations that gathered ~50 stakeholders involved in ethics review or governance of Covid-19 research in their countries.

Figure 1 organizes the details of these meetings, forums and presentations by activity type, while the geographic spread of activities are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 1.

Virtual meetings (individual and group), webinars, presentations and email correspondences

1hr consultative meetings held individually and in groups using a virtual platform were supplemented by attendance at regional forums and presentation at academic conferences related to multisite/national ethics review of Covid-19 studies.
Consultative activities by region

Figure 2.

Virtual meetings (individual and group), webinars, presentations and email correspondences

Current approaches to REC review of multisite/multinational studies related to Covid-19, REC experiences and lessons learned were collected through a series of consultative activities with members of the Coalition, their colleagues, and a snowball sample of researchers identified from the authorship list of relevant peer reviewed publications related to ethics review mutual recognition.
Report limitations
The conclusions drawn in this report should be considered in light of several limitations. First, the short timeframe allocated for the work precluded a geographically representative and participatory consultation process. Consultative activities were limited to the people, organizations and affiliates of the Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition and WHO Health Ethics and Governance Unit. Second, the perspectives reported here stem from actors involved in various capacities in the institutional ecosystem of research ethics review, but certainly do not capture the breadth of REC experiences and lessons learned at all levels of these systems. Nor do the perspectives reflect the extent to which ethics review mutual recognition is being considered currently across jurisdictions, if at all. Importantly, the consultative activities focused engagement with REC actors namely from low- and middle income countries (LMICs). The extant conceptual and empirical literature on ethics review mutual recognition are primarily written by scholars based in North America and Western Europe and disproportionately reflect REC experiences in those regions. The literature was therefore used in place of direct consultation with REC actors there, and motivated a more focused attention on filling the evidence gap in LMICs through the consultative activities. The findings should therefore be interpreted with this lack of generalizability and underrepresentation in mind.

Third, the environmental scan, while comprehensive, does not provide an exhaustive review of the ethics literature discussing multisite/national REC review systems or processes of REC decision-making. One key reason for this is the varied terminology used in the literature as well as REC professional lexicon for referring to multisite systems of ethics review. Due to time constraints, only one database was searched systematically. Taken together, the single database approach and indexing were likely to have missed some publications relevant to ethics review mutual recognition. A detailed search strategy is included in Annex 1.

Fourth, the report does not present a comparative regulatory analysis of human research protections in every country surveyed. Where relevant regulations or policies are discussed, they reflect what was discussed during the consultative activities or the consultant’s prior knowledge of the national regulations.

Finally, the report adopts the basic premise that minimizing barriers to otherwise ethical research optimizes the public’s investment in that research and enhances the likelihood
of scientific benefit. Centralizing REC review and procedures in whole or in part is a permissible approach to minimizing the burdens associated with multisite/national reviews and, during public health emergencies, is widely recommended to accelerate the research process.

**Approach**

Part I briefly reviews the institutionalization of research ethics review committees and the evolution of early human research protections. It describes the contemporary roles, responsibilities, approaches and general regulatory organization of RECs as they accommodate for exponential growth in international research collaboration. Part II explores the implications of international research collaboration on the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of multisite/national reviews during public health emergencies and reviews the extant conceptual and empirical literature on REC centralization strategies. Part II also contends with arguments in the REC policy debate regarding whether and how centralization threatens the protection of community values, priorities and interests when local RECs authorize research to take place at their sites, rather than conduct additional full board review of the multisite/national protocol.

Part III introduces the concept of a system of multisite/national system of ethics review and approval called ethics review mutual recognition based on the legal theory of equivalency. It synthesizes the ethical and epistemic justifications for such a system, as well as reviews proposed models and regulatory frameworks for its implementation. Part IV reports on the perceived opportunities, barriers and regulatory implications of ethics review mutual recognition analyzed from a series of consultative activities with regional REC actors across select resource-limited regions. Summaries from four mini case studies are provided, and offer lenses through which to better understand existing approaches, strategies and procedures that RECs have adopted to meet the demands for multisite/national reviews for Covid-19 related research during the pandemic.

Key mediating factors influencing whether, and how to pursue ethics review mutual recognition differed extensively by region. Findings from the consultative activities and environmental scan suggest that more research and engagement with actors at the committee- and policy levels is needed before proceeding with targeted guidelines on how to operationalize ethics review mutual recognition.

The report concludes that one of the requisite conditions for ethics review mutual
recognition, *establishing reciprocity* among participating RECs and their governing authorities poses an intractable barrier to moving forward with a supranational system of collaborative REC review at the present time. The reasons identified include a) lack of conceptual clarity on the protected roles of local RECs, the b) heterogeneity of regulatory environments within which RECs currently operate and c) perceived inequities in North-South research collaborations. Neither the urgency for, nor the increased volume in multinational research collaboration in response to the Covid-19 pandemic significantly lowered this barrier according to informants engaged for this report.

Finally, in lieu of formal policy recommendations, Part V offers practical points to consider in augmenting trust, transparency and equity among RECs implicated in multinational studies.
Part I.

RESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW & COMMITTEE OVERSIGHT

Reciprocity / Ginny Gaura
Ensuring the rights and welfare of humans participating in research is grounded in moral philosophical traditions and forms the bedrock of modern research protections. These protections are codified in international conventions, regulated by national laws and outlined in professional clinical and research guidelines around the world. Although all stakeholders in the research process “have a moral obligation to ensure that all research is carried out in ways that uphold human rights, and respect, protect, and are fair to study participants and the communities in which the research is conducted” [5], an institutional responsibility for ethics oversight rests primarily with research ethics committees (RECs). RECs—also commonly referred to as institutional review boards, research ethics boards, or ethics committees—can be national, regional or institutionally-affiliated. They are primarily charged with

- Reviewing the scientific validity of the research proposed in relation to the scientific question(s) asked
- Assessing the social value of the proposed research
- Evaluating anticipated risks and benefits to human participants
- Conducting routine follow up and continuing reviews of ongoing studies

**Regulatory history**

The principles guiding REC oversight emerged in response to a troubling history of scientific experimentation wrought with human rights abuses. Early principles of research ethics were articulated in the Nuremberg Code in 1947, and later expanded in the 1964 World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Among these early principles included mandatory informed consent to participate in research and special protections for vulnerable populations. While research ethics committees operated in hospitals and research institutions as early as 1966, they were not institutionally formalized until the early 1970s when written into the second revision of the Declaration of Helsinki and made a regulatory requirement for research involving humans first in the UK, US and Canada, among others. The Declaration, and subsequent national regulations authorized the creation of institutionalized ethics review upon which future RECs would be loosely modeled (Figure 3). Since then, numerous consensus reports have been produced to guide the international community on how RECs should be structured, staffed, governed and operated. Annex 2 provides a list of these guidance documents and from which the standards for procedural equivalence in REC review this report evaluates are derived.

UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases
Operational guidelines for ethics committees that review biomedical research.

Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS)
Third revision of the International guidelines.

UNESCO Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights
Establishes fundamental principles and standards governing the ethical development and application of science and technology.

**Figure 3.** Timeline of international REC standards and guidance documents since 2000

WHO Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation and Public Health (CIPIH)
Identified need to build capacities in research ethics review in low- and middle income countries, particularly Sub Saharan Africa.

www.covid19crc.org
### Timeline of International REC Standards and Guidance Documents since 2000

**2008**
- **World Medical Association**
  Revision to the Declaration of Helsinki at the 59th WMA General Assembly.

**2011**
- **UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases**

**2013**
- **World Medical Association**
  Revision to the Declaration of Helsinki at the 64th WMA General Assembly.

**2016**
- **Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS)**
  Fourth revision of the International Guidelines.

---

**Figure 3.** Timeline of international REC standards and guidance documents since 2000
RECs today are commonly comprised of core members with professional expertise in fields such as ethics, medicine, law and science. A REC may also consult with non-member experts on an ad hoc basis when it does not have the requisite expertise to review a study’s design, when the research involves a particularly vulnerable population, or when the study has significant sociocultural implications, among other reasons. Importantly, many RECs—both local and regional—are required to include community representatives among their memberships. Community members review protocols through the lenses of prospective participants and help to represent the values and interests of the local population.

**Institutionalization of RECs**

To date, most high-, middle- and low-income countries have established administrative bodies that oversee the ethics of research involving humans. Yet, the regulatory and institutional environments within which these bodies operate vary considerably around the world. RECs can be governed by national or regional authorities. **Figure 4** illustrates four typical models of REC centralization. First, RECs governed on a national level may operate under a ministerial mandate e.g. health, research, education or equivalent [6] and comply with national regulations that outlines REC roles, responsibilities, authorities and accountabilities. Alternatively, a single national REC can serve as the official reviewing authority for all research in the country [7]. RECs can also operate as a functionally independent, but integrated arm of the national health system [8]. RECs organized regionally may comply with national guidelines for human research protections but receive funding from or are mandated by a regional authority [9] (**Figure 4**).

Except where one national committee grants all ethics approvals, RECs localized to universities, academic medical centers, hospitals and other research institutions participate in the review process. Regional or centralized committees rely on local committees to assess context-contingent aspects of a proposed study. These assessments are both pragmatic and normative. A local REC is best positioned to comment on whether their site can accommodate equipment needs to carry out

---

[6] Examples of countries with RECs that operate under ministerial mandates and comply with research protections regulated nationally include Nigeria, South Africa, Philippines, India and the United States.

[7] This nationalized model is reflected in small Melanesian and Polynesian island nations.

[8] The [Research Ethics Service](https://www.researchethics.org.uk) typifies this interlinked system which operates as a core function of the Health Research Authority in the United Kingdom.
**Nationally centralized with local authorization**

RECs based in hospitals, universities & academic medical centers coordinate with a centralized REC organized at the national level.

Examples: Caribbean, India.

**Regionally centralized with local authorization**

RECs based in hospitals, universities & academic medical centers coordinate with a centralized REC organized at the regional level.

Examples: UK, Australia, EU Clinical Trials Regulation.

**Nationally centralized with regional and local authorization**

RECs based in hospitals, universities and academic medical centers coordinate with centralized RECs organized at both regional and national levels.

Examples: Chile, Brazil, Nigeria, Philippines.

**Institutionally centralized with local authorization**

RECs based in hospitals, universities and academic medical centers coordinate with a single REC of record named in the multisite study.

Examples: United States, Canada.
protocol interventions; provide adequate human and material resources; and recruitment is appropriate and feasible. There is also broad support in the literature that local RECs play a vital role in representing community values in decisions about what research should be permitted and how it should be carried out to ensure a fair distribution of benefits and burdens among local populations [10]. Prospective participants learn about relevant benefits and risks primarily during the informed consent process and in documentation which local RECs review for comprehension, applicability to the research population and coherence with local norms, values and priorities.

Greater scientific collaboration means the distance between researchers, the research populations they involve, and local RECs that oversee their studies may be widening. This distance is both literal and metaphoric; literal in that information technologies allow researchers based on different continents to collaborate, and metaphoric in that vast sociocultural differences can separate researchers from the populations they engage, affecting how RECs execute their duties to local populations. Prospective participants learn about relevant benefits and risks primarily during the informed consent process and in documentation which local RECs review for comprehension, applicability to the research population and coherence with local norms, values and priorities.

Research collaboration and centralized review modalities

21st Century innovations in communication and computing have transformed the process of doing science in ways that allow research to transcend institutional, national and international borders. Generation of, and access to biomedical research data have been key drivers of this transformation towards collaborative science. There are strong epistemic and ethical rationales why researchers should collaborate. First, more science can be done when more people are involved.

[9] Oversight of healthcare spending and health research are the jurisdictions of the individual provinces in Canada, for example, despite national guidelines governing each (Canada Health Act and the Tri-Council Policy Statement for the Ethical Conduct of Research Involving Humans, respectively).
One study found that the scope of international collaboration was positively correlated with impact and scientific productivity, most notably in the field of virology. Collaboration can also imbue the knowledge production process with diverse perspectives and hypotheses. Research shows that more diverse teams produce better science [12]. With more precise methods and powerful tools, “it is becoming harder for any one person, subfield, or field to comprehensively address a scientific question” [13]. Collaboration can thus help researchers tackle harder questions.

Yet despite immense growth in scientific collaboration, the same institution-by-institution approach of ethics approval for single-site studies prevails, without a real evolution in ethics review systems to accommodate multi-site or collaborative research. Growing empirical and anecdotal evidence demonstrates, however, that this approach can be duplicative [14], procedurally inefficient [15], costly [16] and slow [17] without measurably enhancing participant protections [18]. Moreover,


scholars have studied the effects that inconsistencies attributable to procedure versus content have on fairness and equity in multi-REC decisions - where procedures means that like studies are reviewed using the same procedural standards and principles, and content means that principles means that applied to similar studies yield similar outcomes [19]. In response to growing pressure to make review processes more amenable to collaborative research, researchers and ethicists alike have called for single-time review of multisite research protocols as one of several fundamental reforms to support a more effective REC system [20].

One survey of 31 research ethics regulations/laws/guidelines in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Oceania found 19% mandated single IRB/REC opinion for multisite clinical trial within a country, and 23% allowed for the possibility of single review [21]. The authors affirmed that while respect for national sovereignty is part and parcel of working in global research ethics, they emphasized “it is time to harmonize ethics review processes for international multi-site trials as an effective and low-cost manner to achieve global health” [22]. The proliferation of RECs and their decentralized organization have since motivated some governing bodies to consolidate by centralizing aspects of the ethics review and approval process [23]. Myriad approaches to centralization have been implemented with varying success.
on the basis of study type (such as clinical trials) [24], specific participant populations (such as children) [25] and in accordance with regulatory reforms. Much of the empirical and conceptual literature on REC centralization reflects the experiences of RECs in North America and Europe [26] and evidence is steadily growing in Central Asia [27], the Middle East [28], South Asia [29], Southeast Asia [30] and in Africa [31].


[29] Mathur et al note that new guidelines for a common ethics review for multicentric research have been proposed for the first time, and are expected to “reduce duplication of efforts, save time and improve networking by setting up communication channels between participating ECs of all various study centres:” Mathur R, Thakur K, Hazam RK. Highlights of Indian council of medical research national ethical guidelines for biomedical and health research involving human participants. Indian J Pharmacol. 2019;51(3):214-221. doi:10.4103/0253-7613.262456; see also Kandhari R. Justice in jeopardy: a qualitative study of institutional ethics committees in New Delhi. Indian J Med Ethics. 2013;10(3):176-183. doi:10.20529/ijme.2013.053
Centralization of REC procedures is often discussed in the context of accelerating reviews for studies during ongoing emergencies or disasters in low- and middle-income countries. The next section reviews this literature and considers the opportunities and challenges of extending the centralized models that enable accelerated review to contexts beyond public health emergencies and for multinational studies.

**Accelerated review via centralization during public health emergencies**

Streamlining procedures among RECs at the local, national and international levels continues to be a pressing and recurring need as collaboration across the life sciences becomes the norm, rather than the exception. Public health emergencies accentuate this need and intensify pressure on RECs at all levels to conduct timely,
responsive and rigorous REC review without compromising participant protections [32].

History and experience provide key lessons in preparedness and coordination for RECs in this regard [33]. Emergencies such as infectious disease outbreaks and natural disasters justify suspension of standard review procedures including, where applicable, independent and site-specific review. Accelerating research, streamlining information sharing and improving governance capacities were widely supported in response to the Ebola and H1N1 outbreaks, yet drew criticisms for lack of uniformity and coordination across affected areas [34] that inevitably delayed research efforts [35]. The experiences from recent public health emergencies motivated specific REC guidance from the WHO in the early months of the Covid-19 (See Annex 4).

Consultative workshops following the Ebola epidemic recommended that RECs should be prepared to activate special standard operating protocols that involve improved coordination among local, regional and national bodies to respond efficiently to pandemic response and management needs for evidence [36]. Schopper et al reflect on the possible benefits of joint pre-review of transnational protocols as a solution to the problem of “double review” during future emergencies: “The lack of joint ethical review for Ebola clinical trials, or at least of proactive communication among ECs reviewing the same Ebola trial protocol(s), may have been a missed opportunity to streamline the different reviews into a comprehensive review (potentially, an advantage for the researchers) and to foster dialogue and mutual learning among the different ECs/IRBs (potentially, an advantage for the ECs/IRBs)” [37]. The authors further note that blinding reviews from different committees involved in reviewing the same study prevented

[35] Equipped with these lessons learned, the WHO and regional bioethics organizations including PAHO released guidance on how to accelerate approvals for Covid-related protocols in the early months of the pandemic.
“exchange of views, shared approaches to new dilemmas and agreement on common review policies” that might have been especially useful during the emergency.

An additional approach to accelerating ethics review through centralization involves a two-tiered system that combines centralized review with expedited authorization from local RECs [38]. The Nuffield Council on Bioethics is the latest organization to substantiate the balance between speed and ethical rigor of REC review of multisite/national studies during a public health emergency [39]. On this point the authors conclude “there is no reason for diverging from the standard principle that research proposals should be subject to ethical scrutiny by an independent body before they should be permitted to go ahead. The manner in which this scrutiny is achieved should, however, be sensitive to context, as indeed it should be in non-emergency circumstances” [40]. The report identifies desirable features of ethics review for public health research during emergency settings, namely flexibility, support for local engagement, and scope for expediting genuinely urgent studies. Both centralization and standardization of REC procedures are cited in support of the latter, to emphasize collaboration among national and regional agencies and to bolster the general development and confidence of RECs.

Saxena et al (2019) also underscore this need for standardization and mechanisms for multinational collaboration where, “the consequences of contradictions, redundancies and delays would be particularly harmful for research conducted during outbreaks and other public health emergencies” [41]. Participants involved in a two-day workshop organized in March 2018 by the WHO Global Health Ethics Team and the African coaLition for Epidemic Research, Response and Training (ALERRT) called on the WHO specifically to lead in this effort [42] and facilitate development of “a national standard
operating procedure (SOP) for emergency response ethical review should be developed and adopted by N(R)ECs and/or in-country competent authority” [43]. The multinational SOP, if developed, could serve as a model for multisite review of research within countries that adopt the WHO standard guidelines for RECs and potentially in non-emergent contexts. Lynch and Cohen argue, in response to Barchi et al [44], the equivalent protections provision offers a “seemingly simple way to capitalize on the existence of robust human subject protection systems internationally, while avoiding the need for formalized efforts at harmonization and the burden of trying to comply with a range of imperfectly aligned research protections” [45]. The authors further hypothesize why regulators have been slow to take advantage of the regulatory permission to establish equivalence, positing that the standards for human research protections may have been set too low, that the variability observed between domestic RECs would scale when international RECs were added, and finally that the burdens associated with full board reviews at local sites might be justifiable in international research specifically because they offer an additional layer of protection [46].

Ravinetto et al. confirm the protective benefits of the additional layer of protection described above when RECs in both the sponsoring and host country conduct what they term ‘double ethical review’ to correct for power imbalances that collaborations between resource rich- and poor settings in research accentuate [47]. Advocates for double ethical review reject the notion that ethical clearance in the North somehow protects against perceived weaknesses in REC capacities/standards in the South on the basis of moral imperialism. Double ethical review, Ravinetto and colleagues claim, “de facto strengthens the protection of the study participants and their communities, as it takes the specificities of each context into account. Despite their universal character, ethical principles governing clinical research need to be translated into rules, procedures and practices, which may significantly vary among countries and regions.” Local REC review is a requisite feature of double ethical review according to the authors, but they acknowledge the implementation challenges the model poses, including delays,

[43] Ibid., Page 27.
[46] Ibid. 19
administrative burdens and increased review volume for multisite/national studies using analyses from a pediatric malaria clinical trials as a case example.

‘Double ethical review’ typifies the dilemma regulators face in weighing the tradeoffs between the specificity of local reviews and the perceived efficiency of centralized review. In short, can centralized RECs be as responsive as local RECs to community ethical, legal and social values while optimizing procedural efficiency in the review process?

Conceptual challenges to independent, local REC reviews

The indispensability of local REC review dominates the policy debate on whether and how centralization could help REC processes be more efficient, collaborative and effective for multisite/national studies. A recent empirical study found that REC members in the U.S. endorsed local review of a multisite study when at least one participating site was located outside the United States and where sociocultural differences warranted local input [48]. In a separate qualitative-sociological analysis of three institutional research contexts in the Netherlands, Jaspers, Houtepen and Horstman defend the idea that “local context enables ethical review” and that relevant local information is uncovered when RECs arrive at inconsistent decisions [49]. They assert that RECs manage different tensions in ethical review based in large part on their available resources and institutional contexts. Taken together, institutional context and resources lead RECs to develop a kind of “situational authority” that the authors conclude “should be acknowledged, considered a given and not a problem as such.”

Jaspers and colleagues grounded their investigation on the conceptual links between trust and regulatory authority in REC review initially proposed by Hedgecoe. Adopting a similar ethnographic approach to study REC decision-making, Hedgecoe claims the “local knowledge plays a vital yet largely overlooked role in how RECs make decisions”. Local issues have been traditionally served by localizing the review


In an ethnographic study of, Stark found that multisite studies can result in inconsistent decisions because reviewing members “develop site-specific ‘local precedents’ to work more quickly and to make consistent decisions over time. Different IRBs produce different—but equally legal—requests for modifications based on their different case experience. Stark proposes three recommendations that could support reducing, but not eliminating outright the excess administrative burden multisite reviews can cause, including establishing review networks, incorporating more opportunities for collegial reviews and developing a decision repository. Stark L. IRBs and the Problem of “Local Precedents.” *Hum Subj Res Regul*. 2015:173-187. doi:10.7551/mitpress/9780262027465.003.0015. In contrast, Henrickson et al revealed REC members expressed uncertainty about the roles and responsibilities of reviewing committees, research institutions and study teams to incorporate relevant contextual information to comply with single REC review reforms in the United States. Henrikson NB, Blasi PR, Corsmo JJ, et al. “You Really Do Have to Know the Local Context”: IRB Administrators and Researchers on the Implications of the NIH Single IRB Mandate for Multisite Genomic Studies. *J Empir Res Hum Res Ethics*. 2019;14(3):286-295. doi:10.1177/1556264619850440.

process, but there is growing criticism of the true value add in doing so. Hedgecoe goes on to note this critique is in “stark contrast to the way in which RECs make decisions and the views of committee members themselves. RECs are still deeply ‘localised’ in their decision-making, and local knowledge is still valuable for helping them think about applicants’ trustworthiness” [50]. The authors argue that the localization of RECs matters most in the face of problematic studies and “where members have other concerns, not being known by members of a committee can make all the difference” [51].

Critics of REC centralization invoke two primary arguments:

- ceding full board review either wholly or in part handicaps local RECs from protecting local interests and can make institutions more vulnerable to liability
- centralized review removes institutional autonomy from local RECs

Implicit in these arguments are several assumptions that, when investigated empirically, yield mixed results [52]. The first assumption is that only local RECs can hold and apply local knowledge and sociocultural understanding to adequately protect community interests. There is little doubt that local RECs may have more proximal awareness of the social, economic and political environments within which the prospective research study will take place. Rather, proponents of centralization challenge the assumption that full board review at the local site is the only...
method to acquire this local knowledge. Emanuel et al posit the rigid expectation of institution-specific review has led over time to an incompatible system: “The system of local review may foster local efforts to uphold ethical standards for research and capitalizes on the IRB’s knowledge of the local research environment and community standards” [53]. The authors also note there lacks sufficient “data [to] substantiate the value of such local knowledge or whether it can only be—or is best—gained through institution-based review” [54]. Centralized RECs can use alternative channels to acquire this knowledge that can require amending existing REC workflows [55]. Opportunities for providing necessary local input can be built directly into the centralized REC workflow using electronic REC platforms, such as during online protocol submission, full board review and revision stages. Part of the challenge for ethics review mutual recognition and other centralized models like it is that they perturb at least three embedded relationships (marked with a star) that have implications for policy adoption between the reliant or centralized REC and the local i) REC, ii) researchers, and iii) communities [56]. Summary findings from four mini case reports corroborate this claim. Figure 5 depicts graphically where these perturbations occur on a prototypical REC workflow adapted from Hood et al (2005) [57]. Klitzman et al (2019) identified four broad types of local information that REC members considered most important for local RECs to provide a single, centralized REC approving a multisite study, including: cultural and linguistic characteristics of potential participants, geographic and socioeconomic issues, knowledge about particular researchers, and information about differences across

[54] Ibid.
[55] Centralization is greatly aided by the increasing transition from paper to electronic application submission and review.
Embedded relationships in the prototypical REC workflow

Figure 5.
Simplified REC workflow (reprinted from Hood et al (2005) with copyright permission) indicated the relationships ethics review recognition perturbs (marked with colored stars) and that have implications for policy adoption between the reliant or centralized REC and the local i) REC, ii) researchers, and iii) communities.

**FIGURE 1.** A simplified overview of the IRB workflow process depicting the three main phases of activity for a federally regulated and/or funded protocol. Local IRBs vary greatly, thus more specific details have been omitted from this model. The bold arrows depict the simplest path through the IRB research process, starting with the principal investigator (PI) writing the protocol and ending with the completion of the research. Phase I depicts the protocol submission to the IRB and the initial review process of a protocol. Phase II is the research phase where active enrollment and bulk of the research activities are performed. Protocols are reviewed at least annually, more often for higher risk protocols. Phase III is the protocol completion phase. Research protocols should not be considered finished until final reports have been filed and accepted by the IRB.
the study sites in a multisite study [58].

Second, one concern in relation to multisite ethics review is ceding local review and deferring to decisions made on their behalf by a centralized body would be synonymous with ceding institutional autonomy. Townend et al reject this notion, proposing instead that RECs charged with reviewing a multinational study should adopt what the authors call a ‘sounding board’ approach. The conceptual details of this approach, the epistemic and ethical justifications for centralizing REC review at the supranational level and approaches for modeling ethics review mutual recognition will be discussed in greater detail in Part II.
Part II.

ETHICS REVIEW
MUTUAL RECOGNITION

Justifications, Standards and Models
The ideas grounding ethics review mutual recognition emerged namely in response to international convergence around the normative ethics principles of respect for persons, justice and beneficence underlying human research protections; the institutionalization of ethics oversight; and the increasingly collaborative nature of biomedical research.

Based on the transnational legal theory of equivalence, ethics review mutual recognition refers to a multilateral system of ethics review and approval in which an REC recognizes the procedural equivalence of another REC in reviewing collaborative, multisite research studies involving humans. This chapter provides an overview of the constituent elements of ethics review mutual recognition and its theoretical aims for streamlining multinational ethics review processes. The chapter also synthesizes the ethical, legal and social justifications invoked in the literature to support ethics review mutual recognition and concludes with how it may be operationalized.

Ethics review mutual recognition borrows from the transnational legal theory of equivalence. Two regulatory regimes are said to be equivalent when the outcomes of a regulatory process are comparable [59]. Equivalence has been applied as an international legal instrument to facilitate financial securities regulation [60] and to enable cross-border transfers of personal data [61] to name two contemporary applications. The overarching goal is to complement national or regional laws/guidelines/policies in enabling timely, quality and effective review of multinational research studies.

Ethics review mutual recognition rests on two interrelated elements to accomplish this goal. The first element determines procedural equivalence. It aims to streamline the review process by standardizing those procedures common to qualified, competent RECs but, when executed at every participating research site, can compound inefficiencies and duplication. These procedures include

- Assessing study design and scientific validity
- Ensuring protection, confidentiality and security of study data

• Verifying fair selection of study participants and incentives, if applicable
• Evaluating risks and potential benefits of participation
• Ensuring protection, confidentiality and security of study data
• Reviewing the proposed process of informed consent and relevant documents

Second, mutual recognition aims to leverage these shared procedures to develop reciprocal agreements between and among RECs where their sites are implicated in a collaborative research study. This element establishes reciprocity. Taken together, establishing reciprocity following a determination of procedural equivalence form the two-pronged approach that a system of ethics review mutual recognition applies to reduce administrative burden; eliminate unnecessary duplication; and avoid delays that are often associated with multisite review. It is critical to note that procedure, not substantive ethics is the locus of reciprocity. Reciprocal agreements pursuant to mutual recognition of REC procedures do not supplant authorization from local sites, nor do they sidestep community representation that local RECs embed in the review process. Indeed, it attempts to free scarce human and material resources for local RECs to carry out the duties they are best positioned to fulfill i.e. verifying the local feasibility of the study and ensuring it aligns with social, cultural and ethical values of the local population.

**Standards**

*International*

The environmental scan unveiled several international standards for operationalizing mutual recognition in guidance documents published by the WHO and Global Alliance for Genomics and Health.

**WHO**

Under Chapter III: Standards and guidance for members of research ethics committees, the WHO describes the requisite elements of reliance agreements between two cooperating RECs:

**Standard 7: Ethical basis for decision-making in research ethics committees**

The REC bases its decisions about research that it reviews on a coherent and consistent application of the ethical principles articulated in international guidance documents and human rights instruments, as well as any national laws or policies consistent with those principles. The REC makes clear the specific ethical guidelines on which it relies in making decisions and makes them readily available to researchers and the public. *When an REC develops reliance agreements for review of research under its jurisdiction by another REC, it is the responsibility of the delegating REC to assure that the same ethical principles*
serve as the basis of the other REC’s decision-making (emphasis added) [62].

The standard is noteworthy in that it does not specify whether the reviewing and delegating REC must be within the same jurisdiction, but rather that there are equivalent ethical principles guiding the review decision. In this respect, comparable principles can give rise to comparable procedures upon which mutual recognition may effectively be premised.

**Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH)–Ethics Review Recognition Policy**

The GA4GH is a standards-setting and policy harmonization body dedicated to enabling responsible sharing of genomic and health-related data. In response to increasing number of international genomics research consortia, the Regulatory and Ethics Work Stream of the GA4GH developed the Ethics Review Recognition Policy to provide a “common effective baseline of the ethics review process for multi-jurisdictional research involving health-related personal data.” The initial release of the policy (February 2017) preceded some national reforms to research regulations in jurisdictions such as Canada and the United States, and was updated in July 2020 to reflect these changes.

The Policy outlines both Essential (Box 2) and Common Elements (Box 3) of REC operations that together “should engender trust in the ethics review process followed in another jurisdiction and thereby recognition that the decision rendered by a REC from that jurisdiction is adequate.” Its emphasis on supporting multinational REC review of data-intensive studies is especially useful in pandemic settings when secure access, use and exchange of large epidemiological datasets and vaccine trial results is critically needed to understand disease transmission, rates of infection, therapeutic efficacy and safety to guide public health responses.

**National**

There are also examples of national regulatory channels that, if utilized to their fullest potential, could allow for mutual recognition of ethics reviews and approvals conducted by international RECs. Box 4 compares and contrasts two such channels for recognizing external reviews in Canada under Article 8 of the Tri Council Policy Statement [63] and

---


Box 2 GA4GH Ethics Review Recognition Policy—Essential Elements

The following Essential Elements are intended to complement and build upon existing human rights instruments, laws, regulations, guidelines, and practices. They are not intended to supersede any human rights instruments or national laws and regulations. Across jurisdictions, managing authorities of RECs and RECs should work together to achieve these Essential Elements.

- Norms, Authority and Independence
- Resources
- Competence
- Diligence
- Procedures and Forms
- Proportionate Scrutiny
- Transparency
- Fairness and Equity
- Oversight
- Paediatric and Vulnerable Populations
- Indigenous Peoples
In reviewing the ethical acceptability of an application for multi-jurisdictional research involving health-related personal data, due regard should be given to the following elements:

- Expertise and experience of researcher(s)/investigator(s);
- Role of the sponsor(s);
- Merits and quality of the research protocol (e.g. study design; dissemination of findings/feedback to participants; documentation issues; research impact);
- Prior ethics review (if any);
- Study context and site(s) information;
- Specific health-related data research issues (e.g. relevant regulatory approvals);
- Conflict of interest (e.g. financial, organizational, personal);
- Potential for waivers of consent;
- Consent process (e.g. participant identification and solicitation, information provided; type of consent used - written, explicit, broad, etc.; assent in cases of minors or adults with incapacity; informative material for minors; quality and comprehensibility; withdrawal);
- Potential risks and harms for participants, communities, and society;
- Potential benefits for participants, communities, and society, including assessment of the project’s social value;
- Adequate assessment of the project’s scientific integrity;
- Privacy and confidentiality (e.g. protection, access, control, security, retention, and disposal of the data; during and after research conduct and in publications or other reports; possible data reuse, compliance with relevant privacy/data protection regulations);
- Considerations for vulnerable populations;
- Potential compensation to participants (including assessment of the amount);
- Funding (e.g. researcher compensation/benefit; sufficiency and source of funding);
- Evidence of training, education, or experience of the researchers relevant to the ethical conduct of research involving health-related data;
- Policy for addressing incidental findings or return of results; and
- Legacy of the project-generated data, i.e. a plan for how the data generated by the project will be stored, archived, and become accessible for new research uses.
Canada
Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS) and its equivalent in the United States under the Common Rule. Whereas the former establishes national guidelines but is legally binding only for researchers who receive national funding, the latter is a requirement irrespective of the source of funding.

Healthcare spending and health research governance are the jurisdiction of the individual provinces in Canada. Most RECs based in Canadian hospitals and universities operate with provincial mandates from Ministries of Health and Education, respectively. Despite their provincial autonomy, REC mandates adhere closely to the TCPS guidelines which outline three possible models of REC review under Article 8.1. Two models address multisite ethics review, specifically,

Research Ethics Review Delegated to an External, Specialized or Multi-Institutional Research Ethics Board—Institutions may allow research on specialized content or research methods to be reviewed by an external, specialized or multi-institutional REB, where such a body exists. External, specialized or multi-institutional REBs may be established regionally, provincially/territorially or nationally, as necessary. Two or more institutions may choose to create a single joint REB, or to appoint an external REB, to which they delegate research ethics review. This delegation of review may be based on geographical proximity or other considerations such as resources, volume of reviews or shared expertise.

Reciprocal Research Ethics Board Review—Multiple institutions may enter into official agreements under which they will accept, with an agreed level of oversight, the research ethics reviews of each other’s REBs. This might involve specific agreements between institutions for sharing their workload.

The TCPS acknowledges that “National and international standards for research involving humans are evolving continually, but methods for comparing the precise levels of protection afforded participants in different countries or jurisdictions, and by different institutions within those countries and jurisdictions, have not yet been developed.” For these reasons, Article 8.3 mandates that research sponsored by a Canadian research institution but conducted outside its jurisdiction, whether elsewhere in Canada, or outside Canada, shall undergo prior research ethics review by both the REC

i. at the Canadian institution under the auspices of which the research is being conducted; and

ii. at the research site or other responsible review body or bodies, if any.

Box 4 Regulatory channels for multinational ethics review in Canada and the United States
United States
United States The domestic centralization afforded in the TCPS is paralleled in U.S. research regulations under the Common Rule. 45 CFR 46 details approaches for how institutions conduct initial and ongoing ethical review of research involving humans that reduce the likelihood of research-related harms and provides guidance on maintaining high standards of institutional accountability among primary actors responsible for human research protections. As such, 45 CFR 46 is the procedural implementation of ethical norms and principles codified in international conventions such as the Declaration of Helsinki and CIOMS.

The Common Rule was revised most recently in 2018 to mandate, among other changes, single ethics review for multisite studies within the continental U.S. and its territories. When research covered by the Common Rule takes place in foreign countries, however, a department or agency head may approve the substitution of the foreign procedures pursuant to §46.101(h) if they “determine that the procedures prescribed by the institution afford protections that are at least equivalent to those provided in [the Common Rule]” [emphasis added]. This obscure provision has come to be known as ‘equivalent protections’ clause. It effectively allows for the direct comparison of procedures normally followed in foreign institutions but which “are consistent with guidelines issued either by sovereign states or by an organization whose function for the protection of human subjects is internationally recognized [65]”. An external REC review conducted under a foreign regime where equivalent protections has been determined may therefore obviate the need for duplicate review. A 2003 report conducted by the Department of Health and Human Services, and chaired by Lavery, outlined five steps for determining equivalence based on a review of three previous approaches:

1. Articulation of the specific protections embodied in 45 CFR 46; Embodied protections include the following:
   • Establish norms of ethical conduct and due diligence in review and performance of research within the institution
   • Ensure adequate authority and independence of the IRB/Research Ethics Committee IRB
   • Protect against biased and arbitrary decisions in research ethics review
   • Ensure sufficient quality and comprehensiveness of research ethics review
   • Ensure research ethics review and oversight are commensurate with risks to research subjects and vulnerability of the study population
   • Protect against unnecessary or unjustified risk throughout the course of the study (includes responsibilities of investigator(s))
   • Ensure voluntary participation after adequate disclosure of information related to the study (includes responsibilities of investigator(s))

Box 4 Regulatory channels for multinational ethics review in Canada and the United States
United States cont’d

2. Assessment of the protections provided by the institution’s procedures; Comparison of the protections provided by the institution’s procedures with those provided by 45 CFR 46 and determination whether or not the institution’s procedures provide at least equivalent protections;
3. Approval by the relevant department or agency head for the substitution of the institutional procedures in lieu of the procedures of 45 CFR 46; Mechanism of assurance with Office of Human Research Protections
4. Assurance from the institution that the substituted procedures will be followed in the conduct of Department of Health and Human Services funded human subjects research. The assurance will be completed and filed with the Office of Human Research Protections.

The report concludes that “determinations of equivalent protections would offer an important symbolic gesture on the part of the United States to foreign countries, namely the recognition that the same ethical goals can be met through procedures different from those in 45 CFR 46.”
the equivalent protections clause in section §46.101(h) of the United States Common Rule [66]. Both regulatory provisions condition the acceptance of another REC’s decision on using equivalent standards and ethical norms such as those outlined in international conventions and guidelines. The regulatory similarities in REC organization and convergent ethical frameworks underpinning the protections outlined in the TCPS inspired one proposal to pilot ‘equivalent protections’ between Canada and the United States.

Lavery, McDonald and Meslin argue the type of research funded in the United States and Canada—and indeed between two or more countries with common socioeconomic interests—typifies a “cross-border industry in which shared standards might prove beneficial to both countries.” The authors base their proof-of-principle for mutual recognition on conclusions from a commissioned report of the equivalent protections clause. In its report, the Department of Health and Human Services provided a framework for determining equivalence of research protections. Though the 2005 article predates the most recent reforms to human subjects protections in both Canada and the U.S., the authors explain why equivalent protections should be pursued when countries share, among others, scientific and economic goals using an eerily appropriate example: “Given the recent experience with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in both countries, the need to remove unnecessary regulatory obstacles to cooperative research and public health practices becomes even more apparent” [67].

**Conceptual models**

The environmental scan produced three published articles that describe a system of multilateral ethics review and approval for collaborative studies. The models presented therein reflect proposals to centralize reviews at the international level on the basis of research type and geography.

*Ethics review mutual recognition for data-intensive studies*

In their review of five multinational research consortia, Dove et al identify three models that could “inform a framework for mutual recognition of international
review (i.e., the acceptance by RECs of the outcome of each other’s review)” [68]. The framework is intended to facilitate mutual recognition of REC reviews for data-intensive research, of which secondary analysis of clinical trial data of vaccine candidates could be considered, for example, or large epidemiological studies to study disease outbreak and transmission. The three models are summarized in Box 5, and founded on two guiding principles consistent with the WHO standards and guidance outlined above. These principles outline i) REC scrutiny should be proportionate to the study risks, and that ii) no further de novo review should be required once a review decision is reached insofar as there are procedural and regulatory alignment between RECs. Importantly, the authors reify the role of local RECs in assessing any local issues and determine whether additional local accommodations are needed to carry out an approved study.

**Box 5** Three models for building ethics review mutual recognition for data-intensive international research organized from most, to least integrative with local RECs [68]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most integrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federation</strong>— Institutions, funders, or regulators/governments create a central REC with representation from multiple jurisdictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delegation</strong>— Before review, an institution, funder, or regulator/government delegates ethics review responsibilities to one or several existing designated RECs through agreement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reciprocity</strong>— An institution, funder, or regulator/government in one jurisdiction accepts the completed ethics review from another jurisdiction and vice versa through collaborative recognition of equivalent processes and/or standards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each model affords advantages and poses unique challenges when applied in the context of a public health crisis like the Covid 19 pandemic, and are reviewed in turn below.

Time savings is the key benefit of the reciprocal model. As the most minimally integrative model, reciprocity enables local RECs at the participating sites to assess site-specific issues/accommodations and decide whether to authorize the study as approved. Participating RECs build consensus on what research participant protections are most germane to a class of research projects. Once equivalence is reached on one REC decision based on the agreed upon protections, collaborating RECs could ostensibly apply the same standards to an entire class of projects e.g. vaccine trials, human infection challenge trials, and other epidemiological transmission studies. The reciprocal model would not, however, address REC decisions where the study is incompatible with regulations in one or more of the participating countries [69], nor determine which jurisdiction’s protections will serve as the reference. Establishing reciprocity is also likely to be time- and resource-intensive at a time when both can be exceedingly limited at the onset of a pandemic.

In contrast, the delegation model could more evenly distribute needed time and resources across one or more designated review bodies. This model consolidates expertise such that more RECs can access experts with specialized knowledge and render more consistent decisions. Collaborating countries within a region could together designate, for example, a special vaccine clinical trial board that would oversee the scientific review and approval of protocols. Unlike the reciprocal review model, however, the outcomes of a delegated review leave little room for alternative decisions. There might also be challenges in determining how post-approval activities will be handled at the respective research sites.

Some countries mandate post-trial access to investigational drugs, for example, and therefore require separate agreements negotiated at the institutional level with the study sponsor. Deciding which existing REC should serve as the delegated review body of record may also inflame political tensions, particularly between large, well-resourced academic medical centers.

Federation of RECs addresses issues in the former two models regarding underrepresentation of local RECs. Federation also promises to reduce duplication and potential inconsistencies in review outcomes given that all decisions are

[69] Some research designs/procedures may be prohibited under national research regulations and therefore not meet jurisdictional standards despite a thorough ethics review by an REC in a country where the design is permitted.
reached via consensus among representatives to the federation. Federated RECs also drive standards improvement by encouraging what the authors term, “herd instinct.” Selecting representatives that ensure a federated REC can be culturally balanced and sensitive to power differences is the main barrier to achieving consensus. Like the reciprocity model, it may be challenging for jurisdictions to agree on reference policies/standards based on which to make federated decisions that will likewise comply with those in the representatives’ home country [70].

Irrespective of the model Dove et al summarize, reviewing RECs must commit to sustaining robust participant protections throughout the lifecycle of the protocol, maintain the integrity of the system as well as that of each participating REC and finally to foster trust in the standards used to render a thorough review decision. And in the absence of internationally recognized bodies to steer data-intensive international research, including during a pandemic, the authors “advocate bottom-up, ad hoc solutions, ideally coupled with official recognition and support by governments and regulators, sponsors, funders, institutions, and data access committees.”

**Sounding board model**

Using the 2014 European Clinical Trials Regulation as a demonstrative case study, Townend and Dove advocate broadly for how RECs could achieve mutual recognition through adopting a ‘sounding board model’ [71]. In reaching their conclusions, the authors ask explicitly what about the review process makes harmonizing REC procedures difficult when research transcends national borders and interrogate these challenges through a natural justice lens. Like others, they question the position that a multisite/national study must a priori receive independent review by a local REC to be responsive to local sensitivities, values and priorities, citing the harms of review duplication and decisional inconsistency. The authors contend that because “ethics has no common language,” substantive ethics discourse should not, and indeed cannot, be the locus of harmonization.

[70] The European Union Clinical Trials Regulation, which streamlines scientific and ethical review of multinational trials within the European Union exemplifies the federated review model. Two assessments run in parallel under this federated model. A study sponsor identifies one Member State to serve as the reporting committee which conducts a thorough risk-benefit evaluation. At the same time, Member States are provided a narrow window in which to submit ethical, legal and social issues relevant to the local context prior to final authorization. See for more information Westra AE, Bos W, Cohen AF. New EU clinical trials regulation: Needs a few tweaks before implementation. BMJ. 2014;348(June):10-11. doi:10.1136/bmj.g3710.

They demonstrate that attempts to harmonize substantive ethics is the primary barrier to mutual recognition because RECs apply different approaches in answering three fundamental questions: “1) Should this research be undertaken at all? 2) Is the science good science? 3) Will the participants be protected in the conduct of this research?”

Instead, the authors place the onus on researchers to defend their own ethical practices. A REC, in turn, acts as a ‘sounding board’ that conveys whether a researcher has considered the rights, interests and welfare of participants, the scientific integrity of the study, and the likelihood of the study generating the anticipated benefits as described. Using the sounding board mechanisms to promote international systems of mutual recognition, obviates the need for a harmonised substantive ethics, which we believe is an intractable challenge (in contrast to a harmonised procedural ethics, which we believe is readily achievable). Whilst offering a relatively straight-forward procedural harmonisation (through the three questions), RECs are freed from finding "right" answers to accepting robust approaches to ethics….In multi-centre, multi-jurisdiction ethics review, a lead REC could hold the discussions with the researchers, asking how the researchers have taken into account local sensitivity in the sites where they propose to work, and a report from that lead REC (perhaps including video recording) could be reviewed by other RECs with the questions “are we convinced by the researchers’ ethics-by-design and preparedness for dialogue?” Indeed, with the availability of online teleconferencing, the lead REC could facilitate participation of representatives from the other RECs to ensure a consensus around the researchers’ preparedness for ethical research and ethics discourse, further streamlining the process [72].

The sounding board model lacks the organizational prescription of earlier models described. It does, however, make the case for separating REC procedure from REC duties to ethically deliberate on protocol applications in ways that inform harmonizable elements in the review process. In what follows are summaries of consultative activities in the form of mini case reports conducted with REC stakeholders across low- and middle-income countries from October- December 2020. The consultative activities were conducted to address the perceived opportunities for, and limitations of ethics review mutual recognition from the perspectives of REC reviewers, policy makers, Ministry of Health advisors and WHO Coalition affiliates. Consultative discussions were semi-structured and held in English.
All informants were asked to discuss the following:

- Existing REC infrastructures in their country, including regulatory environments, operations, mandates and resourcing
- Current approaches to reviewing multisite/national protocols before and during the pandemic
- Changes made to REC procedures, including efforts to centralize or otherwise harmonize procedures to accelerate reviews, as well as the lived experience during this transition
- Perceived challenges of centralization, if applicable [73]
- Whether, and how local RECs interact with decisions rendered by RECs in other countries where the same protocol has been reviewed
- Perceived challenges and opportunities of recognizing extra-jurisdictional reviews and implications on review quality, effectiveness and efficiency during the pandemic.

[73] Policies enabling centralized review and approval for multisite studies preceded the Covid-19 pandemic in some countries featured in the case reports, and therefore not explicitly adopted for the purposes of a public health crisis.
MINI CASE REPORTS

Part III.

Reciprocity / Samuel Kane.
Case report 1
African Vaccines REgulatory Forum

The African Vaccines REgulatory Forum (AVAREF) was established by the WHO in 2006 to enhance human research protections, REC capacities and biomedical research collaboration on the African continent (Box 6).

Since 2006, AVAREF issued nine consensus guidelines to support quality ethics review and responsible conduct of clinical trials specific to vaccine development. The tools correspond to review processes that span the lifecycle of a prototypical vaccine trial (Box 7). They were revised and approved for distribution to 55 African member states as of October 2019, marking a “shift to standardized clinical trial applications and assessments, and proof of ongoing harmonization initiatives on the continent, which will ultimately lead to shorter timelines for product development” [75]. Among the resources available in the AVAREF toolbox are guidelines for joint review of multisite/national vaccine trials. The guidelines provide national regulatory authorities and ethics committees with harmonized procedures for how to plan, organize and conduct joint reviews to reduce redundancies and improve efficiency of clinical trial applications in Africa. The WHO convenes a joint committee with representation from local research sites where a trial will take place, invited experts e.g. from the RECs or regulatory authorities from regional, continental or international countries, a neutral proctor for the meeting and participant observers (if any).

Before a joint review can proceed, the trial sponsor, representatives from the target research sites and the reviewing experts on the joint committee agree to several procedural, transparency and communication requirements. Notably, a candidate medical product must have high public health value to African countries...

Box 6 Tools for Processing Clinical Trial Applications by Ethics Committees and National Regulatory Authorities in Africa [74]

The African Vaccine Regulatory Forum (AVAREF), a Pan African network of National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) and Ethics Committees (ECs) was established by the WHO in 2006 as a platform for building ethics and regulatory capacity for clinical trials, while promoting harmonization of ethics and regulatory processes in the continent. Recognizing the pressing health needs on the continent, AVAREF’s governance and scope was extended during an extraordinary meeting in 2016 in Addis Ababa. AVAREF became one of the Continental Technical Committees of the African Medicines Regulatory Harmonization Initiative. The new mandate covers vaccines, medical products, and medical devices in line with the AVAREF strategic plan 2018-2020.

As an effort to improve clinical trial review practices, AVAREF member states agreed to a maximum 60 calendar day timeline for processing and clearance of clinical trial applications. The AVAREF Assembly, comprising of heads of NRAs and Ethics Committees, met in Accra, Ghana in November 2017 and endorsed this timeline. The Secretariat, which monitors these timelines has established that not all Member States are consistently meeting them due to their different capabilities for assessing clinical trial applications, stressing the need for further harmonization. Through the monitoring of the timelines, member states realized the importance of harmonization of regulatory and ethical review practices to address gaps in the capacities and processes.
before it will be considered eligible for joint review. A prospective Covid-19 vaccine trial would meet this value requirement for AVAREF joint review given it is a “product that addresses a disease for which the Director General of the World Health Organization has declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC).”

What’s more, the WHO in collaboration with partners recently developed a strategic plan to leverage the AVAREF joint review system to address clinical trials during an epidemic or pandemic. The AVAREF Strategy and Guidance for Emergency Preparedness is the product of a tabletop simulation exercise of the MERS-CoV outbreak [75], and is ideally positioned to manage reviews during the current Covid-19 crisis because its “focus is on harmonization of the ethical and regulatory components of emergency preparedness within the continent.

[75] According to the WHO Simulation Exercises Manual, “A tabletop exercise is a facilitated discussion of an emergency situation, generally in an informal, low-stress environment. It is designed to elicit constructive discussion between participants; to identify and resolve problems; and to refine existing operational plans. This is the only type of simulation exercise that does not require an existing response plan in place.”
Implementation of these plans by testing and simulation at country level, within RECs and as a continent, is key to the success of a convergent strategy for Africa."

The AVAREF joint review model—and its recent adaptation to address public health emergencies—is the only operational, extra-jurisdictional system of ethics review and approval in the world to date. Based on document analysis of available AVAREF guidelines and using the conceptual framework described earlier in this report, the joint review model operationalizes the two foundational premises for ethics review mutual recognition. Participating sites are represented on the joint review panel and apply equivalent procedural standards for REC review of vaccine trials—AVAREF templates, tools, criteria as well as WHO Guidelines on Clinical Evaluation of Vaccines: Regulatory Expectations. The joint review model further establishes reciprocity through agreements that have regulatory legitimacy within individual member states named in the joint trial protocol.

As such, the AVAREF joint review model provides a pertinent case study from which the REC community and policy scholars can learn in vivo how a system of ethics review mutual recognition could potentially scale for a specific type of research i.e. clinical trials. The WHO and AVAREF Secretariat have also planned for an evaluation of the joint review system using the WHO Simulation Exercise Manual. The AVAREF guidelines identify three key areas that WHO exercises will help to test: in-country preparedness, harmonization of country preparedness at the level of RECs, and the response plan at continental level.

Here again, AVAREF leads the international community aiming to gather empirical policy evidence to design streamlined review procedures. Empirical data from these tests will be valuable to understanding the potential for similar joint review systems elsewhere in the world. These data could enable REC policy researchers to compare, for example, review quality and decision outcomes between joint committees and independent institutional reviews for multinational studies; assess operational, contextual and logistical challenges of coordinating joint reviews, especially between the joint committee and local RECs authorizing the study; and engage community stakeholders on how, if at all, the model could be applied to facilitate other types of research reviews. Based on analysis of available

documents, the AVAREF joint review system will also be the first research ethics review tool to be evaluated using the WHO Simulation Exercises. If successful, the exercises could become a standard test that international REC systems apply to evaluate joint reviews. Testing data could likewise be collected and formatted in a standardized fashion and deposited in a publicly accessible repository as part of the WHO International Health Regulations Monitoring [77].

Finally, evaluators who may in the future look to these findings for evidence on structuring joint reviews in their own regions will need to take into account the AVAREF model is i) specific to a single research type (vaccine trials) and ii) localizes reciprocity to one specific region (African continent). Both features will significantly affect the generalizability of findings from the AVAREF simulation exercises to other review systems. Ethical considerations germane to vaccine trials, while maybe relevant, will differ considerably in scope when reviewing alternative study designs involving human participants e.g. social science research and genetic/genomic research.

The regulatory environments in which RECs and their governing authorities operate in other countries may also not be conducive to, nor permit involvement of representatives from other RECs in the review process. One informant offered a possible explanation. In the West African experience, research ethics review cannot be fully divorced from politics [78]. Conflicts in the quality and independence of reviews, as well as the potential for multinational collaboration among RECs in an extra-jurisdictional system of review and approval likewise reflect this reality. In Ghana, the informant’s home country, an estimated 18 RECs are affiliated with institutions and embedded in health systems. Research ethics review is a revenue generating activity and therefore challenges the REC’s ability to remain at arm’s length.

The informant also identified issues regarding inadequate expertise and conflicts regarding research sponsorships. Improperly reviewed studies often suffered from lack of access to experts with the requisite skillsets. In addition, studies from American or European sponsors tended to receive favorable reviews from local RECs under the impression that review expediency would attract more researchers.

[78] Summaries from consultative activity #4 are presented here. See Annex 3 for full list of activities.
and resources to the institution(s).

Greater promotion of intra-African networks was cited as a pressing need to build strong, independent REC system capacities. Current efforts among agencies like AVAREF and the African Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to forge such networks are thus far insufficient because they do not optimize involvement from local communities. The informant shared that research ethics review is an example of complex governing that should give ownership and decision-making agency to communities. There are, inevitably, repetitive elements in complex governing that should be valued and preserved, rather than dismissed as procedural waste in the governance process. Discussions about how well, and by what standards RECs protect the needs and interests of participant communities is incomplete without acknowledging the art of complex governance. Scientists should, according to the informant, appeal to more than pragmatism in their valuation of RECs in this regard.

**Case report 2**

**Philippines [79]**

The Philippine Health Research Ethics Board (HREB) is an autonomous, national agency created by law to regulate the ethics of health and health-related research. It is a constituent entity within an integrated national system that is coordinated among the Department of Health, the Department of Science and Technology, the Commission on Higher Education, and the National Institutes of Health. The HREB functions as the governing authority overseeing an estimated 100 local RECs [80]. The RECs are accredited to review studies at three different levels (Box 8). Of these 100 boards, nearly 40 are Level 3 accredited. Local RECs can be tied to hospitals, institutions of higher education or are regionally organized. The latter have been established in areas that lack adequately accredited institutions. The membership on regional committees is representative of different institutions but can often be unstable due to difficulties in coordination.

[79] Information used to inform this case study emerged from consultative activities #12. See Annex 3 for full list of activities. Particular thanks to Professor Leonardo de Castro for providing input.
[80] Approximately half of these also obtained accreditation from the U.S. Federalwide Assurance (FWA) Program. RECs with FWA accreditation have gained a reputation with Philippine investigators who will apply to certain RECs because of the equivalency it affords with research protections in the U.S.
Some metro Manila hospitals opted to participate in joint board review, and in this way, established their own system of mutual recognition. The local, regional and national committees are also complemented by a joint research ethics board based in the capital city, Manila. The Department of Health initially established the joint board to review multicenter trials at hospitals under its purview and, as such, is a hybrid centralization approach typified in Models 2 and 3 (Figure 4). The hospitals are government institutions and private hospitals which are not regular members of the joint research ethics board but can participate in the review process. When the board meets, it includes representatives from the different government hospitals where a particular research study will be done. The members must reach consensus at the joint committee level and all final review decisions are conditional on local authorization. Each representative has the authority to impose additional conditions they consider appropriate for their locality [81]. Most often, approval is conditioned on modifications to the informed consent process to reflect, for example, participant recruitment from certain ethnic groups where community consultation is required. Requested changes to the protocol from the joint committee are sent back to the investigator as is customary in most review systems.

This joint review board has been a primary liaising body for multisite review of Covid-19 studies. Before the joint board issues a final decision on the protocol, it gives local RECs institutional to meet first and grant authorization. At times this approach created procedural redundancies that subsequently delayed the review process and led researchers to wait for two approvals before launching a time-sensitive Covid-19 vaccine or drug protocol. One informant who serves both on joint review board and

---

[8] Some metro Manila hospitals opted to participate in joint board review, and in this way, established their own system of mutual recognition.
the Philippine HREB reflected that the experience attempting to centralize Covid trials confirms a general sentiment (resistance) in the country towards single review and approval mechanisms. The informant contrasted this position with what occurs in Philippine drug regulation. In specific, the informant described how the Food and Drug Administration of the Philippines tends to look favorably on some foreign drug approvals provided, particularly by the U.S. FDA and its equivalent in Europe.

The case of a vaccine candidate with emergency use authorization in the U.S. was provided as an example of this regulatory contrast. The Philippines FDA could determine it may not have to go through its own procedures after reviewing the grounds for approving the emergency use authorization given by the U.S. agency. Thus, the Philippines FDA accepts responsibility for undertaking an abbreviated review upon mutual recognition of a foreign approval.

Thus far, the experience and precedent during the pandemic suggest the country is not positioned to recognize an ethics approval given for research outside the Philippines in response to Covid19 or otherwise. The informant recalled at a global summit for research ethics committees in Dakar, there was considerable discussion devoted to organizing a WHO body with representation from each country to review protocols and grant ethics approval for multinational studies that met ethical standards. Many attendees were involved in approving Ebola trials and these experiences provided general context for discussions. The consensus principle that emerged was that the WHO could facilitate the multinational process through joint review, but attendees realized the joint committee could not supplant local approval.
Case report 3
PAHO, Brazil, Chile, Caribbean, Peru, Argentina, Columbia

Brazil

Brazil research ethics review system operates as a hybrid model. A national, centralized review body—CONEP—manages local committees—CEPs—which are local, collegiate and independent bodies, most of them linked to hospitals, universities, non-governmental organizations and research institutes. CONEP also maintains a national registry of CEPs and mandates they have at least seven members with various areas of expert knowledge and a community representative.

The National Health Council of Brazil formalized coordination between CONEP and local committees dispersed regionally under Resolution Nº 346/2005. The Resolution maintains that CONEP delegates final project approval to the local CEPs, as well as responsibility to oversee protocol modifications requested during centralized review.

CEPs may submit protocols to CONEP if they lack the requisite expertise to conduct a comprehensive review and are required to do so when studies involve indigenous peoples, genetics and international collaborations, among other reasons. The requirement that CONEP review all internationally sponsored research is, according to Brazilian informants, the primary political deterrent to mutual recognition. Informants also highlighted how this requirement was exemplary of how deeply the bureaucratic culture roots within the Brazilian system. CONEP requests documents of ethics approval from the country of origin but does not constitute a waiver of regional and local review. This requirement furthermore applies irrespective of the study’s risk profile.

When probed to reflect on the effectiveness of this system, informants confirmed the difficulty of importing solutions from other research contexts. They acknowledged the many ways in which national reform to REC accreditation in recent decades greatly improved the quality and coordination of reviews between

[82] Information used to inform this case study emerged from consultative activities #2, 5-7, 9,14-17. See Annex 3 for full list of activities. Particular thanks to Professor Sofia Salas and Carla Saenz for providing input.
CONEP and CEPs. The improvements have not been universally beneficial for reviewing all types of protocols, however, based especially on the perspectives of informants currently serving as RECs members during the pandemic. The procedural reforms have been effective for accelerating interventional studies, and Covid-19 vaccine trials in specific. The improvements were corroborated by a vaccine trialist during an online webinar sponsored by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) (Annex 3). They described a timely and efficient submission process through the CONEP system and positive experiences working with local CEPs. In contrast to the positive regional oversight CONEP affords for interventional studies, the process added administrative burdens for minimal risk epidemiological studies. Informants felt the lack of risk stratification used to expedite reviews in other countries was a unique operational challenge to a hypothetical system of mutual recognition in Brazil, but also for multisite collaboration within the country given the rise in big data and other types of research where the associated risks are low.

Informants also anticipated that local CEPs would perceive ceding any review authority to an REC other than CONEP as a violation of institutional autonomy and as circumventing the rights of CEPs to weigh in on the ethical deliberation process. Informants were likewise not swayed with the assurance that CEP authorization would still be required under ethics review mutual recognition. Two methods for improving the existing model for within-country multisite reviews were offered to address current inefficiencies. In turn, the recommended improvements could help international RECs gain a clearer understanding of the Brazilian system.

First, informants recommended that five or six regional RECs should supplant the one national committee (CONEP) in order to strike enable closer coordination with local review while conferring the benefits of centralization. This recommendation maps onto the typologies presented in Figure 4. It exemplifies a transition from model 1—national centralization with local REC authorization—to model 2—regional centralization with local REC authorization. Second, informants recommended that RECs could expedite decision-making if they reduced their rosters, and reduce administrative burden if they implemented a risk-stratified system of review with distinct procedures for minimal, and more than minimal risk studies.
Chile

The Ministry of Health is the governing authority under which twenty-six accredited, local RECs operate in Chile. Like in Brazil, all compliant RECs are accredited. Inconsistencies in the process for obtaining site approval for four Phase III Covid-19 vaccine trials motivated the National advisory committee on bioethics in collaboration with the Ministry of Health to establish an ad hoc committee that issued guidance on all future trials. Representatives from the investigating institutions in the trials were invited to comprise the ad hoc committee that together produced general guidelines to facilitate future review consistency while also allowing for locally specific resource issues to be considered.

One informant who served on this ad hoc committee recounted that the Ministry of Health faced resistance from local RECs despite their representation in the guideline development process. Representatives from some local RECs felt the recommendation to strike an ad hoc committee arrived too late when vaccine trials at their respective institutions were either under review or already approved. RECs that had already approved vaccine protocols were thus encouraged to modify the conditions of the approval retrospectively to accommodate the new guidelines, a process local RECs perceived to be both redundant and time consuming for study sponsors. Moreover, local RECs were reluctant to share the approved protocol for confidentiality concerns.

The ad hoc committee experience proved challenging because it was the first time individuals serving on the committee had worked together. Representatives sometimes perceived local considerations to be too distinct that discussions often lapsed into defending local practices and hindered agreement on common guidelines. At the time of writing, the ad hoc committee continues to meet weekly and provides general recommendations independent of specific protocols in the form of points to consider when reviewing vaccine trials. The recommendations are non-binding.

Several key lessons emerged from providing this guidance that are anticipated to have important implications for future centralization of REC reviews post-pandemic in the country. First, health authorities and RECs disagree on appropriate compensation for REC service, without which the quality of reviews and recruitment of expert members begin to suffer over time. The reluctance on
the part of local RECs and the hoc committee was symptomatic of transparency issues that hinder joint reviews. RECs should have access to a dossier of prior reviews, including reviews from other countries, and how the REC came to their decision. Such a dossier is also a valuable training tool to enhance review capacities. Lastly, the informant perceived that the ad hoc committee could have been more effective with a clear procedure on where a principal investigated submitted their protocol and when. An ideal process would proceed from sponsor/PI submission to a national centralized committee for preliminary review—typified by model 1 in Figure 4—and then to local RECs for authorization and site-specific changes if applicable. Instead, the current process is reversed.

Organizing the ad hoc committee also exposed gaps in existing research infrastructures that have since highlighted new areas for reform. In specific, the pandemic underscored the need for a trial registry that could inform investigators about the status of ongoing trials so as not to duplicate research efforts and to allow prospective participants to search available trials for which they may be eligible. A better coordinated REC appeal process was also identified as an unmet need in the current system. Investigators whose trials are denied at one REC may resubmit their application to another REC until they receive a desirable outcome in a practice commonly described as ‘REC shopping.’ The informant could not produce empirical data evidencing the extent to which unsuccessful investigators shop for RECs but reported anecdotally that REC shopping is an increasing issue in the Chilean context. A fair appeals process would incentivize investigators to use established institutional channels to have their applications reassessed by another REC. Such a process accentuates the earlier need to improve inter-REC transparency as quality appeals are contingent on previous RECs sharing their review decisions.

The same opportunities identified for strengthening REC-to-REC trust were also cited as primary reasons why an extra-jurisdictional approval system was not feasible in Chile. Since trust is lacking even between RECs that are accredited by the same body, the informant thought it unlikely that the necessary degree of trust could be forged between RECs from different countries. Institutional bias and its impacts on fair benefit distribution is also a worry. RECs from well-resourced institutions are at measurable advantage in meeting the human and material resources required to maintain good standing in a hypothetical system of ethics review mutual recognition. Ethics review mutual could inadvertently create a tiered
system of RECs where investigators disproportionately elect reputable institutions to submit protocol applications.

PAHO

The country-specific experiences summarized above were corroborated and expanded in a series of online webinars. Throughout November and December 2020, PAHO sponsored six virtual dialogues with regional REC members and administrators around the unique research ethics review considerations for studies investigating Covid-19. The sixth dialogue in the series (December 9th, 2020) summarized key lessons that stakeholders learned in adapting REC procedures to meet the research demands during the public health emergency.

Panelists participating in the sixth dialogue series [85] unanimously agreed that a collaborative ‘network’ of RECs in the region would allow local RECs to share experiences and address common ethical issues together. One panelist reported Fogarty International had at one time funded such a network among RECs affiliated with institutions in the English-speaking Caribbean. The network is no longer active but was there was interest in applying the network model to facilitate inter-regional collaboration across the Spanish-speaking Caribbean and other South American countries. This network should operate at a supranational level that could implicitly involve governing bodies in collaborative efforts, according to one panelist’s perspective [86]: “We need to have a supranational network and this has to be in our entire region because it will also mean our governments become visible and have an effect on recognizing the importance of [RECs] and the work we do in protecting human rights” [87]. Diverting resources from local RECs to organize a supranational network, however, requires additional resources that one panelist was uncertain some countries could afford.

Panelists all reported the state of emergency triggered their RECs to streamline review procedures for Covid- and non-Covid related research. They described various strategies their RECs used to make these procedural changes and were

[85] This series corresponds to consultative activity #15. See Annex 3 for full list of activities.

[86] Researchers participating in the November 30th PAHO dialogue furthermore emphasized the need for networks in the research community to share information, reduce duplication and learn from the successes and failures of other Covid-related protocols (Annex 2).

[87] Excerpt from a dialogue originally conducted in Spanish with professional English translation.
Word cloud analyzed from 6th Dialogue, PAHO — What have we learned?
unanimous in their belief that efforts to streamline should never lessen the quality of the review itself.

When questioned about how the emergency REC procedures and the proposed REC network could be achieved post pandemic, one panelist representing the Chilean experience noted that information technology would play an especially critical role in both regards. In specific, universal internet access and a computerized submission and review platform could support remote work and facilitate a more transparent review process with researchers.

The streamlined procedures were deployed effectively in many countries throughout the region as contingency plans in response to the emergency. Sustaining the procedures throughout the duration of the pandemic—now nearing a full year—has taken a toll on REC professionals. Another panelist reflected on the ways their centralized committee felt especially burdened in adapting their processes to monitor ongoing protocols that obtained accelerated review. Using professional translation, the panelist observed originally in Spanish, “Regarding monitoring, we are not well adapted to the new situation if we work with centralized committees. The committee rather than researchers absorb this burden. There comes a time when the ability to adapt becomes very burdensome and we need to take this into account for the future if we maintain the same working conditions and maintain the same rigorous approach [to reviews] from beginning to end.” The President of the Ad Hoc Scientific Ethics Committee for Scientific Research on Covid-19 Vaccines of Chile elaborated on the relationship between centralized review and monitoring. Namely, local RECs should be given the responsibility to monitor studies conducted at their site without prejudice to an approval granted from a REC elsewhere. Clear communication and division of responsibilities is key to supporting a centralized system.

Several panelists discussed the effects that streamlining REC processes/procedures have had on overall workflow. For instance, the pandemic forced many Ministries and local RECs to develop new workflows to fast-track reviews for Covid-related research, commonly referred to as “expedited” or “accelerated” reviews. In the
process of doing so, RECs and governing authorities in the region not only demonstrated that reorganization of internal REC structures was possible but that the reforms were more effective and the level of collaboration among RECs quite inspiring.

Many of the panelists agreed the procedures could be continued post-pandemic with adequate resources. This was particularly true in Peru, Chile and in the English-speaking Caribbean according to invited panelists with representative REC experiences from those countries. One Argentinian panelist, for example, reaffirmed that internal mechanisms to streamline multisite reviews were exhausting to implement but could be sustained post-pandemic if governing authorities committed to resource RECs with the same level of commitment demonstrated during the emergency. There is reason for optimism that this level of support could be achieved. Indeed, one panelist commented the pandemic made the scientific and social value of REC work more visible to the research community, Ministries of Health/Science and to the public.

Regarding what could be done differently to prepare for the pandemic, one panelist emphasized forging a stronger sense of solidarity, cooperation and communication within, and between RECs from the region and the world:

Among those of us who are taking on the lions share of the work, there is an unspoken solidarity that we need more of around the world. The idea of sharing the workload and sharing expertise, sometimes called research ethics equivalency having REC that represent different countries or allowing one country to represent the reviews of another or to review jointly particularly because we have so few resources and particularly because in the time of a pandemic or public health emergency of any sort we need to act quickly and we need to work together and share resources. That’s what I would like to see, but of course there are many challenges to that happening [88].

[88] Cheryl Cox Macpherson, Director of the CREEi Research Ethics Training Program for the Caribbean, and member of the Anglo Caribbean Bioethics Association, Grenada. PAHO 6th dialogue, “What have we learned so far?” Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3TY3vkWE9q&feature=youtu.be (last accessed 12/29/20).
Case study 4
Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Ukraine [89]

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, capacity building and development of research ethics infrastructure has varied considerably across post-Communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia regions. An interview survey with Fogarty International alumni reported that national and institutional commitment to research ethics, as well as dearth in expertise to adequately staff REC were identified as two leading challenges to growth in the region [90]. To date, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Belarus and Ukraine have national legislation requiring REC review of human research protections. National priorities to increase both domestic and foreign investment in pharmaceutical research and development were driving factors for the legislations.

Stakeholders involved in research ethics management within this Central Asian caucus met to discuss the ethical and regulatory issues of health research in the context of Covid-19 in a special forum organized by the Kazakhstan Ministry of Health and affiliate NGO ‘Forum of Ethics Committees’ (see Annex 3). Representatives of national bioethics committees in Russia, Kyrgyzstan, and Ukraine, as well as Ministries of Health in Uzbekistan and a member of the Good Clinical Practice Alliance were in described ongoing efforts to support multisite trials, among other types of research in the region. The representative from the Ukraine discussed the significant effects Covid-19 had on REC operations, including the ability to transition REC personnel to remote work and the challenges of quarantine on this work; lack of an electronic submission system forced face-to-face interaction among some REC members; intense pressures local REC experienced to hasten review processes given the urgency of the public health crisis.

Representatives of all member countries in the Forum reported following WHO

---

[89] Information used to inform this case study emerged from consultative activities #10 and #13. See Annex 3 for full list of activities.
and UNESCO Statements to guide adaptions of REC procedures, particularly in relation to the SOLIDARITY trial. Although the trial did not receive ethics approval among some RECs in the region, many stakeholders confirmed that Recommendation 7 of the UNESCO Statement on Ethical Considerations for Covid-19 Responses and Recovery motivated temporary reform to accelerated review procedures in their respective countries. [91].

Leadership within the Ministries of Health in the countries listed above are actively involved in efforts to support legislative development for human research protections in countries without them, namely in Azerbaijan. Here, ad hoc RECs reviews are conducted at the few large academic medical centers under a mandate from the Azerbaijani medical association. Two policy makers representing REC experiences in Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan shared the view that a “Soviet legacy of authoritarian regulation” [92] and governance style is reflected in the bureaucratic, top-down approach to REC structure and review many countries in the region inherited. It was thought that the Ministry of Health in Azerbaijan was especially keen to preserve this dynamic in recent negotiations about adopting national legislation for human research protections. Since so few institutions perform REC reviews, and approvals are granted mostly by a select powerful few, the Ministry of Health in Azerbaijan has been reticent to replace the current system with legislation that could disrupt the de facto centralization and control the system now affords.

[91] UNESCO Statement on Ethical Considerations for Covid-19 Responses and Recovery, Article 7: “There is already an explosion of research activities and clinical trials to find a cure and a vaccine for COVID-19. Most of these activities occur on a local level. However, at the same time, there is a need for coordination of international efforts and the formulation of a common understanding of ethical review processes. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) and partners have announced the organization of a study coined “SOLIDARITY” to compare untested treatments throughout several countries since multiple small trials of possible coronavirus therapeutics approaches with different methodologies may not provide the evidence needed. Accelerated review and approval of novel approaches may become necessary so as not to delay research during this public health emergency. An oversight committee for responsible research during this pandemic on a global level needs to be urgently created. Such a committee should gather the results obtained on local levels and coordinate/share the review procedures, which may be exceptional in pandemics and may not follow the regular rules. In this regard, guidance for the local ethics review boards is critical. It is understandable for new practices to be accommodated in the emergency context, considering the nature of the global threat. However, such decisions need ethical justification (see WHO Guidance for managing ethical issues in infectious disease outbreaks (2016)). Ethical principles should not be transgressed but may be adjusted to exceptional circumstances.” https://en.unesco.org/inclusivepolicylab/e-teams/ethical-considerations-covid-19-responses-and-recovery/documents/unesco-ibc-comest-statement (Last visited on 12/20/20).

Despite this view, stakeholders were optimistic that existing collaboration among REC professionals could support ethics review mutual recognition at least within countries in the region. The common historical, political and economic roots of countries in this region was perceived as both a strength and weakness when asked about whether and how procedural equivalence and reciprocity could be achieved. Whereas both stakeholders reified the need to maintain local autonomy in final review decisions, they identified a possible opportunity to build reciprocity among RECs that mirrors a common economic union that already exists between these countries. Lack of trained personnel and mature REC infrastructure—e.g. adoption of national legislation, formal Ministerial mandate institutionalizing RECs and a system of REC accountability—were among the weaknesses that could prevent some countries from meeting the standards of equivalence required for ethics review mutual recognition. Here too, presents an opportunity for countries with less developed infrastructures to adopt the standard operating procedures, policies and format of RECs in neighboring countries, effectively creating a twin regulatory environment from which procedural equivalence and reciprocity could be established.
OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES

Of Ethics Review Mutual Recognition, Adoption And Implementation
Ethics review mutual recognition is conditional on first determining *procedural equivalence* in the standards, processes and SOPs that two or more REC share, then establishing *reciprocity* between their governing authorities. Determining that two RECs apply equivalent procedures might entail broad agreement on the scope of REC roles, responsibilities, characteristics and procedures that lead to trustworthy, quality ethics review. Namely, RECs must appeal to normative principles of research ethics to protect the rights, interests and welfare of participants and are outlined in international declarations and conventions; that RECs should comprise of members with appropriate scientific, medical, and ethics expertise as well as community representation; and finally, that RECs maintain independence and transparency with the research community. WHO Standard Guidelines (2000, 2011) were mentioned most frequently in discussions with informants about the legislative history of human research protections in their countries, and in helping RECs adapt their operations to manage the volume and complexity of Covid-19 protocol reviews during the pandemic.

Adherence to most, but not all principles and practices of RECs outlined in international guidelines (such as those presented in *Annex 1*) raised some questions during the consultative activities about the extent to which procedural equivalence could be satisfied. For instance, could two countries that adopt different ages of majority for research involving children be deemed procedurally equivalent, or in the case of countries that categorically disallow certain study designs? The determination of procedural equivalence could be premised on the fact that both the reliant and local RECs implement special protections for vulnerable populations participating in research even though the discreet age that distinguishes a minor from an adult participant differs. On the other hand, the review procedures for pediatric versus adult research based on the age of majority, or when a protocol adopts a prohibitive study design could differ too substantially that the outcomes render the procedures inequivalent between reliant and local RECs. Given these nuances, it is plausible that procedural
equivalence for ethics review mutual recognition could be met for some research if shown there was i) international consensus on the foundational standards for RECs, and ii) these standards were broadly adhered to as reflected in national, regional and local REC guidelines and policies. Assuming compliance with national, regional and local guidelines at the independent REC level, the aforementioned conditions generally hold true based on analysis of the environmental scan results and from country-specific experiences learned during the consultative activities. The harmonizable elements which could yield procedural equivalence can be protocol- or committee-based. They were identified based on those procedures and assessments informants reported were common to all reviews regardless of study type (Box 9).

### Box 9 Harmonizable elements at the protocol and committee levels to support coordinated reviews for multinational studies based on feedback from consultative activities

**Protocol-based**
- Assessment of consent disclosures, including relevant benefits and risks of participation; summary of study objectives and procedures; participant compensation (if any).
- Evaluation of the study design and scientific value
- Confirmation of investigator’s expertise and experience
- Fair participant selection

**Committee-based**
- Appropriate accreditation of the REC or official recognition/mandate from a governing authority
- Independence of the REC and free from financial conflicts of interest related to the institution, researcher or study sponsor
Missing from the protocol-based elements is a harmonizable process for assessing study benefits and risks. Informants reported diverse risk assessment approaches, namely involving Covid-19 vaccine trials. The dynamic nature of the pandemic and evolving molecular understanding of the novel SARS-CoV-2 made precise assessment of research risks difficult in the early months of the outbreak. Informants explained that foreseeable risks to participation in a multinational vaccine trial differed significantly depending on availability of ancillary care resources, healthcare personnel and standard therapies, all of which could be exceedingly limited during the crisis. Two informants shared their experiences reviewing the WHO Solidarity Trial to exemplify the differences in risk assessment. RECs adapted their assessment as more became known about the virus’ transmission and the physiological factors conferring higher risk of infection and death.

Rather, the intractable barrier to operationalizing ethics review mutual recognition at present lies in meeting the second condition: *establishing reciprocity*. Neither the urgency for, nor the increased volume in multinational research collaboration in response to the Covid-19 pandemic significantly lowered this barrier according to informants engaged for this report.

Key mediating factors influencing whether, and how to pursue a multilateral system of mutual recognition in ethics review differed extensively by region. The chief barriers to *establishing reciprocity* identified primarily through consultative engagement can be summarized in the following themes a) lack of conceptual clarity on the protected roles of local RECs, the b) heterogeneity of regulatory environments within which RECs currently operate and c) perceived inequities in North-South research collaborations.

**Protecting the roles and authorities of local RECs**

Conversations with informants reinforced the prevailing view that decision-making authority to approve any study involving human participants remains with the local REC. Many informants agreed that the volume of multisite/multinational studies related to Covid-19 stressed local REC resources and acknowledged that some processes became overly bureaucratic. When asked to describe how RECs modified their pre-pandemic processes to meet the demand for more multisite studies during the crisis, every informant reported centralizing some component of the review with local authorization. Yet, most informants expressed grave
concern that a proposed system of ethics review mutual recognition would remove local input entirely from the decision process absent full board review of the multinational study from a local REC. Engagement with REC stakeholders during the consultative activities suggested there remains conceptual ambiguity about the harmonizable elements of ethics review recognition. Namely, ethics review mutual recognition harmonizes at the level of procedure, not substantive ethical deliberation. Informants were furthermore unclear how local input would be integrated into the final authorization of a multinational study at a participating research site, the roles of local RECs in providing this input, and the extent of community engagement.

**Regulatory organization of RECs**

The complexity of regulatory environments within which RECs embed were also a predominant theme that informants invoked in their reasons why establishing reciprocity was unrealistic at best and, at worst, incompatible with regulatory sovereignty of human research protections in their respective countries. Brazilian informants explained, for example, how establishing reciprocity would require concordant oversight of researchers as well as healthcare professionals because RECs are co-regulated with healthcare delivery in Brazil. Research and healthcare systems are similarly embedded in Nigeria and Ghana, where informants also indicated challenges in adapting one system of governance for two otherwise distinct professional sectors within the Ministry of Health.

A comment on the social construction of ‘reciprocity’ as it relates to cooperation between regulated bodies is worth noting here. Scholars have previously commented that the litigiousness of a regulatory environment can be projected onto the norms, actions and rules governing REC activities. The litigious character of a regulatory regime is frequently cited in policy debates critiquing how local RECs preserve institutional interests and protect themselves against legal liability for research harms incurred when a study was approved elsewhere [94]. Establishing reciprocity can therefore take on predominantly legalistic and contractual meanings in these environments. RECs and their governing authorities are conditioned to look to the law legitimize reciprocity, and which is typically manifest in reciprocal agreements negotiated between the reliant and local RECs.

for multisite reviews conducted domestically [95]. Townend and Dove liken the responsibility of REC members to those in public office: “Even though the (principal) issue at hand with RECs is ethics rather than law, and the appointment is non-stipendiary, the activity of research ethics review and monitoring constitutes an exercise of an accepted public office, and as such a number of expectations of administrative law - probity in office - would seem to follow” [96] (Page 74).

Research impact, precedent and benefit sharing, in contrast, were among the most influential factors shaping perceptions of reciprocity among stakeholders consulted from the English-speaking Caribbean, Ghana and Nigeria, primarily [97]. These factors are elaborated in the subsequent section on equity relations in North-South research collaborations.

**Equity relations in North-South research collaborations**

Nearly all authors of published articles, key organizations and institutional policies supporting ethics review mutual recognition are based in North America and Europe. This finding, while inconclusive on its own, gives pause for reflection on how the problems of multinational review are framed, from whose perspectives, and what values and priorities are being served in advancing ethics review mutual recognition. Many informants expressed healthy skepticism to this effect during individual meetings. The efficiency-driven motives of ethics review mutual recognition were not in general perceived to enhance equity relations between reliant REC and local communities. They instead precipitated fears that ethics review mutual recognition might further limit opportunities for meaningful engagement and community prioritization in REC decision-making in North-South research collaborations, in particular.

The consultative activities affirmed that centralizing elements of the review workflow perturbs at least three embedded relationships in the research institution, namely between the reliant or centralized REC and the local i) REC, ii) researchers, and iii) communities. Figure 6 shows where these perturbations lie within a prototypical REC workflow. If pursued, the future scalability of mutual recognition would require at a minimum, equal representation from research

[95] United States Office of Human Research Protections typifies such an environment.
[97] Consultative activities #4 and 11.
systems with highly integrated as well as newly developing REC infrastructure in modeling approaches to establish reciprocity. It would also require representation from stakeholders with experience at all levels of the REC review pipeline e.g. from administrators, committee members, REC policy makers, Ministries of Science/Health and researchers.

Moreover, select informants critiqued the ways that standardizing REC procedures in line with values, priorities and norms of highly resourced research contexts could be construed as imperialistic. For them, the basic problem confronting multinational ethics review was, as Christakis articulates, “which ethics should govern transcultural clinical research?” [99]. The theoretical frameworks that produce REC procedures and which ethics review mutual recognition aims to standardize skew inevitably toward principlism and other predominantly Western-centric paradigms of ethics. Informants objected particularly to the ways ethics review mutual recognition could further instantiate the ethical paradigms of powerful countries through standardizing procedures. Implicit in these objections was that power differences would lead organizations to disproportionately peg REC equivalence to standards that aligned with jurisdictions in the North at the exclusion of alternative, transcultural paradigms of research ethics, including indigenous ways of knowing, traditional Chinese medicine, and Ayurveda to name but a few examples.

Barchi et al. underscore the resource and power asymmetry between RECs in the Global North and South. They posit the current environment for U.S. oversight of international research is “fertile terrain for mistrust” when “U.S. IRBs assume that host-country IRBs are unable to conduct adequate reviews, and the latter are skeptical that U.S. IRBs will be sensitive to their national concerns or place the needs of a local population above the imperatives of the U.S. research enterprise” [100]. The authors identify four thematic challenges in fostering mutual recognition, including lack of familiarity with the research setting, procedural challenges, limited review capacity, differences in review criteria and lack of trust. They propose a continuum of approaches that range from entirely

[100] Ibid. 19, Page 4.
independent to entirely collaborative to streamline multinational reviews of studies that involve collaborators from resource-rich and poor countries [101].

**REC coordination and communication**

Significant issues in coordination and communication between reviewing RECs, local RECs and researchers were unanimously cited by informants with experience reviewing multisite/national studies related to Covid-19 in countries with and without centralized models of ethics review. Because communication was perceived to be so poor even among RECs from the same region, informants expected these communication challenges to scale if RECs from different countries were required to collaborate as part of a system of ethics review mutual recognition. Two articles identified in the environmental scan spoke to this issue directly. In a combined documentary review of special standard operating procedures for public health emergencies and interview study of Jamaican REC stakeholders, one researcher determined “hubris is likely to be an issue as each research ethics committee would not wish to regard itself as being subservient to another, or to give up control over its current areas of jurisdiction” [102].

Saxena et al also corroborate the negative effects that territorial local RECs may have on communication and coordination. Since RECs do not proactively communicate with other RECs evaluating the same protocol, the authors claim there is a missed opportunity for a mutual learning process among ethics committees from different contexts. Proactive communication would offer the opportunity to build collaborative partnerships among the committees, beyond partnerships between clinical researchers. Such committee partnerships could provide a space where agreement is reached on common ethical practices and standards, e.g., on informed consent, on indemnity and on harmonization of administrative requirements, where more efficient models and schedules for international ethical reviews are built and the submission schedule is optimized (e.g. parallel or consecutive submission, differentiation between detailed and expedited review etc.) and where cases of conflicting opinions in different countries are resolved [103].

[101] The proposal for ethics review mutual recognition evaluated in this report is situated closer to the collaborative pole of this spectrum.


[103] Ibid., 47 Page 529.
Improved coordination and communication were also areas of reform that have been supported by North-South research funding collaborations, including from the Fogarty International Institute [104]. Continued efforts to strengthen communication, reporting and collaborative partnerships among RECs and their governing authorities across countries is a necessary first step to promoting multinational REC harmonization.

[104] Investigators involved in a collaborative project between the Public Health Foundation of India and Fogarty International launched an internal audit of the multinational ethics review process and piloted a parallel review system. The authors published five recommendations to promote seamless, thorough and efficient review of collaborative research, including ways to “increase communication among multiple [ethics review committees] responsible for review of US sponsored research conducted in other countries, perhaps through an annual meeting of the chairs of the [ethics committees] from collaborating countries; and to develop a system of coordination among investigators and local ERCs. Somsekhar H, Prabhakaran D, Tandon N, Rousselle R, Fisher S, Stein AD. Review of multinational human subjects research: experience from the PHFI-Emory Center of Excellence partnership. *Indian J Med Ethics*. 2012;9(4):255-258. doi:10.20529/ijme.2012.086.
NEEDS IDENTIFIED TO AUGMENT TRUST & COOPERATION
Among International RECs

Part V.

Interaction series: Reciprocity // Gill Robinson UK
Summary of findings

The Covid-19 pandemic was an important catalyst for reflection among REC actors in the regions surveyed for this report regarding the effectiveness of current review models for multisite research. The pandemic also served to ‘stress test’ these models under mounting pressure to inform quick, but well-evidenced decisions about public health responses and management. In countries working to attract research investment through fortifying REC capacities, and in countries hoping to correct the gross underrepresentation of diverse populations in biomedical research, the pandemic has been an unique opportunity for taking the temperature of existing REC mechanisms and consider improvements where applicable.

Perspectives shared in this report point to a growing asymmetry in procedures for conducting multinational reviews. There is universal agreement that reviews should be conducted by competent experts, with community representation and local interests in mind, and in a transparent, independent manner. In contrast, there is considerable divergence in the extent to which ceding reviews in part or in whole to centralized RECs threatens the ability of local RECs to protect community interests. All models of ethics review mutual recognition summarized in this report aim to balance the need for quality and expedience in multinational reviews based on shared REC standards while preserving local input required to ensure a given study can be conducted effectively at the proposed site.

Findings from the consultative activities suggest, without being conclusive, that recommendations guiding how to operationalize ethics review mutual recognition are premature at this juncture. Rather, improving trust among RECs is a prerequisite to better functioning ethics review systems generally, and towards fostering inter- and intra-national research collaborations that are equity-enhancing. Despite overwhelming skepticism of ethics review mutual recognition as a foreseeable policy option, informants identified ways RECs across countries could foster greater trust. It was widely held among informants that trust-building
was an incremental step in the right direction towards raising the standards of multinational reviews everywhere. What follows are practical points to consider in taking this initial step based on experiences, perspectives and needs shared during the consultative activities.

The practical points situate equity at the center of their REC trust- and capacity-building outcomes. The practical points should thus be interpreted as approaches RECs can take to limit the harms created by asymmetries in power that can evolve when researchers from resource-rich and poor contexts collaborate during the pandemic.

**Practical points**

1. **When RECs coordinate, they engage in mutual learning, build collaborative networks and better understand the common ethical practices and standards of research ethics in other social, cultural and political contexts.** Greater understanding of the procedures and models of review facilitates reflexive practice and can strengthen solidarity among REC actors who share in the responsibility to gatekeep rigorous science and play an active role in the public health response to the crisis.

2. **Making prior REC decisions available for review by participating RECs is not unique to multinational studies nor to studies related to Covid-19.** The recommendation is furthermore consistent with Standard 6.6 in WHO Operational guidelines and should be reinforced in future guidance to facilitate multinational review. Informants testified that improved transparency and communication between reviewing RECs either within, or external to the national system is a recurring need that has not resulted in substantive action. REC personnel from jurisdictions where transparency between RECs is legislatively mandated likewise shared this view.

3. **Develop and maintain a registry of REC committees reported to the WHO on an annual basis.** The registry could serve as a valuable resource for REC members and institutions to facilitate communication and collect demographic data on REC. Minimum reporting
requirements could allow for systematic study of REC volume and operations and support empirical-based assessments of centralized review for multinational studies. The registry would also enable researchers to identify international collaborators, and proactively familiarize themselves with the regulatory and legislative environments within which they hope to conduct their research. This requires infrastructures that rely on both soft and hard-ware to prop them up. Researchers should also be encouraged take on some of the responsibility for consistent reviews by sharing prior REC experiences and decisions if such a policy does not exist at the REC to which they are applying.

4. For countries that meet, and sustain the procedural equivalence determination, reciprocity should be established and recognized bilaterally. Bilateralism distinguishes ethics review mutual recognition from other regulatory models where a designation of equivalence only flows one way i.e. from a determining body to a corresponding body, but not the reverse. This feature is critical to raising REC standards globally, and to addressing concerns about inequity that can arise when multinational collaborations involve countries with better- and less developed REC infrastructures. It also facilitates more equitable benefit sharing.

5. **Clearly delineate responsibilities between reliant RECs and local RECs.** Both RECs retain responsibilities to protect human participants in a system of ethics review mutual. Local RECs, for example, will be relied on to report protocol issues, adverse events, manage conflicts of interests, hold researchers accountable and ensure adequate member training. Explicit terms of reference should outline what responsibilities rest with whom and how conflicts are resolved.

6. **Regional experiments to centralize multinational reviews, such as through AVAREF or under the EU Clinical Trials Regulation, should be empirical studied and evaluated.** Numerous studies have investigated quality and performance indicators of multisite/national REC reviews, including time from submission to decision, review cost, as well as the frequency and general type of requested changes to the protocol. Claims that ethics review mutual recognition and related models will improve procedural efficiency and streamline processes remain, however,
largely theoretical. Regional efforts to implement standardized, concurrent review of a multinational study among RECs based in collaborating countries should be treated as policy experiments from which to learn and compare review systems. Empirical data should be systematically collected and analyzed on the review process, implementation and outcomes. Interdisciplinary researchers with expertise in social science and statistical methods should be equally engaged in this evaluation given the complex social, political and economic dynamics that the mini case studies this report briefly highlight.

**Future Directions**
Issuing WHO guidance on how to operationalize ethics mutual recognition is, at present, premature based on broad opposition from informants who contributed to this report. Instead, several practical points are offered to help RECs limit the harms created by asymmetries in power that can evolve when researchers from resource-rich and poor contexts collaborate during the pandemic. In addition, the WHO could consider the following future directions in advancing the theory and practice of ethics review mutual recognition.

**Any future attempt to promote mutual recognition must therefore be collaborative, cooperative and proceed from a bottom-up approach. Commitment to health services and policy research that adopts this participatory approach is needed to empirically test the various models of mutual recognition presented herein.** The exceptional circumstances brought on by the public health emergency will serve as a catalyst for some, and deterrent for other countries to experiment with centralized REC review models in this regard.

**REC stakeholders on the frontlines of reviewing multisite/national Covid-19 studies should be encouraged to widely disseminate and share their experiences adapting REC procedures during the crisis.** Importantly, many of the special SOPs and strategies adopted to accelerate multisite/national reviews during this pandemic were taken directly from guidance documents and lessons learned from previous pandemics, namely from the Ebola and H1N1 outbreaks. The WHO Health Ethics and Governance Unit, in collaboration with the Global Coalition, International Association of Bioethics, UNESCO and others should co-organize a global summit of bioethics committees to facilitate international dialogue and provide a shared platform for
Conclusions

The Covid-19 pandemic—and public health emergencies generally—shines a bright light on the scientific and social value of collaboration. Scientific progress needed to reestablish social order following such emergencies is possible only when individuals agree to participate in research and development. For this reason, Article 27 of the UN Declaration of Human Rights protects the rights of citizens to benefit from science, and of scientists to be recognized for their contributions. Public health emergencies are also among the rare phenomena in which time can be directly proportionate to lives saved, and lost. Timely, quality and effective ethics review and continuing oversight are necessary to maximize these benefits while ensuring the rights, dignities and welfare of individuals are universally respected. RECs play critical gatekeeping and balancing roles in this regard.

Enhancing REC capacities to effectively, efficiently and equitably review collaborative research studies has direct implications on the quality of the science and on the experiences of participants who help to inform it.

This report clarifies the organizational and ethical bases of a system of extra-jurisdictional review and approval for multinational, collaborative studies involving human participants. It adds conceptual clarity to the literature regarding such a system, termed ethics review mutual recognition, by defining its two constituent elements: determining procedural equivalence and establishing reciprocity. Ethics review mutual recognition requires, but is distinct from models of centralized REC review that have been implemented with success in many countries and summarized in this report. The models identified through the environmental scan and consultative activities centralized REC review in whole or in part namely by study type, participant population, and geography.

No national, regional or local regulation/law/policy/guideline as yet mutually accepts without additional review a REC decision provided by a competent, qualified REC from another jurisdiction for a multinational study. The costs and benefits of a supranational system of ethics review and approval are largely theoretical. The report captures perspectives of REC stakeholders across low- and middle-income countries using the Covid-19 pandemic as a specific lens to explore opportunities and barriers to meeting the conditions of a proposed, but not yet operational system of ethics review mutual recognition. The series of
consultative activities lend evidence that political sensitivities couched in local ethics review of multinational, collaborative studies are substantial but not insurmountable in meeting the first condition: determining procedural equivalence.

Recent capacity building efforts among REC informants in former Soviet-controlled nations in Eastern Europe and Central Asia also demonstrate promise in establishing reciprocity at least at a regional level. Regional interoperability in REC review could be achieved if mutual recognition were built prospectively into the legislative frameworks of countries where REC policies are currently being negotiated. Countries with more developed REC infrastructures have taken active roles in helping neighboring countries mirror such development. Consultative activities with REC stakeholders in Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan highlight this type of REC ‘mentoring’ that could in the future lay a strong foundation for ethics review mutual recognition in the region.

The intractable barrier to operationalizing ethics review mutual recognition at present lies in meeting the second condition: establishing reciprocity. Neither the urgency for, nor the increased volume in multinational research collaboration in response to the Covid-19 pandemic significantly lowered this barrier according to informants engaged for this report. Lack of conceptual clarity on the protected roles of local RECs, the heterogeneity of regulatory environments within which RECs currently operate and the perceived inequities in North-South research collaborations were found to be key mediating factors precluding reciprocity. More engagement with local RECs, their governing authorities, researchers and ethicists is needed from countries with and without centralized systems for multinational reviews to better understand why. It is hoped that this report provides preliminary insight into some of these questions, in particular where the key barriers and opportunities lie for ethics review mutual recognition.

The report’s findings highlight a policy tension where the promises of a nimble ethics review system must be juxtaposed against deep mistrust of the research enterprise based on human rights abuses. REC stakeholders charged with protecting participants implicated in this history, particularly in the Global South are thus unlikely to cede oversight or governance role. The more coordination that can be achieved between RECs at levels most proximal to the prospective participant populations would go a long way to minimizing the concerns about
‘helicopter’ reviews i.e. the perception that decisions are being imposed upon local sites without proper engagement or input.

Supporting countries in building coordination and adaptive capacities to develop streamlined procedures for in-country, multisite reviews during the pandemic is a feasible first step towards regional or international harmonization given that many countries allow for centralized reviews currently. There is cause for optimism in that the pandemic is spurring movement towards procedural integration as several of the consultative activities unveiled. Standard operating procedures for accelerated reviews from the WHO and other regional networks could be highlighted as examples from which ethics review mutual recognition models could draw to enable review efficiency and quality in non-pandemic settings. Empirical assessment of the extent to which these regional initiatives were successful is not only informative for future crises, but necessary if regulatory authorities are to make evidence-based decisions about effective REC policy and harmonization.

Taken together, the consultations and review of the policy literature summarized in this report open the door to further inquiry into how institutions, individual countries, and regions innovate REC systems that are harmonizable, equitable and forward-facing to combat the current Covid-19 pandemic and to promote ethical biomedical research in the years to follow.
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Database search and literature review

PubMed search strategy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search number</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Search Details</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(((committee, research ethics[MeSH Terms]) OR (ethics committee[MeSH Terms])) OR (board, institutional review[MeSH Terms])) OR (research ethics review[MeSH Terms]) OR (mutual recognition)) OR (ethics review equivalent*)</td>
<td>(&quot;ethics committees, research&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;ethics committees&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;ethics committees, research&quot;[MeSH Terms]) AND (&quot;single person&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;single&quot;[All Fields] OR &quot;person&quot;[All Fields]) OR &quot;single person&quot;[All Fields] OR &quot;single&quot;[All Fields] OR &quot;singles&quot;[All Fields]) AND (&quot;review&quot;[Publication Type] OR &quot;review literature as topic&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;review&quot;[All Fields])</td>
<td>9,446</td>
<td>12/16/20 13:42:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(((committee, research ethics[MeSH Terms]) OR (ethics committee[MeSH Terms])) OR (board, institutional review[MeSH Terms])) OR (research ethics review[MeSH Terms]) OR (single review)) OR (centraliz* review)) OR (mutual recognition)) OR (ethics review equivalent*)</td>
<td>(&quot;ethics committees, research&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;ethics committees&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;ethics committees, research&quot;[MeSH Terms]) AND (&quot;single person&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;single&quot;[All Fields] OR &quot;person&quot;[All Fields]) OR &quot;single person&quot;[All Fields] OR &quot;single&quot;[All Fields] OR &quot;singles&quot;[All Fields]) AND (&quot;review&quot;[Publication Type] OR &quot;review literature as topic&quot;[MeSH Terms] OR &quot;review&quot;[All Fields])</td>
<td>5,607</td>
<td>12/16/20 13:48:03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
International guidance documents

Multisite REC standards, responsibilities, procedures and operations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention/guideline / policy</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Council for international organizations of medical sciences (CIOMS). International Ethical Guidelines for Health-Related Research Involving Humans (2016), <a href="https://cioms.ch/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/WEB-CIOMS-ethicalguidelines.pdf">https://cioms.ch/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/WEB-CIOMS-ethicalguidelines.pdf</a> (last visited 12/16/2020).</td>
<td>Guideline 23</td>
<td><strong>Multi-centre research.</strong> Some research projects are designed to be conducted in a number of centres in different communities or countries. To ensure that the results are valid, the study must be conducted in a methodologically identical way at each centre. However, committees at individual centres must be authorized to adapt the informed consent document provided by the sponsor or the lead institution in the multi-centre trial in order to make it culturally appropriate. To avoid lengthy procedures, multi-centre research in a single jurisdiction (state or country) should be reviewed by only one research ethics committee. In cases of multi-centre research, if a local review committee proposes changes to the original protocol that it believes are necessary to protect the research participants, these changes must be reported to the research institution or sponsor responsible for the whole research programme for consideration and possible action. This should ensure that all persons are protected and that the research will be valid across sites. Ideally, review procedures should be harmonized, which may decrease the time needed for review and accordingly, speed up the research process. In order to harmonize review processes and to maintain sufficient quality of these processes, ethics committees must develop quality indicators for ethical review. Appropriate review must be sensitive to increases in risk of harm or wrongs to local participants and populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention/guideline / policy</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent, multidisciplinary and pluralist ethics committees should be established, promoted and supported at the appropriate level in order to:

(a) assess the relevant ethical, legal, scientific and social issues related to research projects involving human beings;

(b) provide advice on ethical problems in clinical settings;

(c) assess scientific and technological developments, formulate recommendations and contribute to the preparation of guidelines on issues within the scope of this Declaration;

(d) foster debate, education and public awareness of, and engagement in, bioethics.


Procedures exist to ensure clear and efficient communication, harmonization of standards, networking, and cooperation among national committees and between different levels of committees, as applicable. These procedures enable RECs to learn about prior decisions by other RECs that may be relevant to the proposed research under review. In addition, procedures exist for the coordinated review of multi-site research, whether within a country or in more than one country.
Consultative Activities
Summary
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity #</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity type</th>
<th>Informants*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10/21/20</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition Ethics Working Group, monthly meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10/26/20</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Cheryl Cox Macpherson*, Director of the CREEi Research Ethics Training Program for the Caribbean, and member of the Anglo Caribbean Bioethics Association, Grenada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11/2/20</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Francis Crawley*, Good Clinical Practice Alliance of Europe (GCPA), Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11/9/2020</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Caesar Attuire*, University of Ghana Jantina de Vries*, Chair of Ethics Working Group; Associate Professor of Bioethics, University of Cape Town, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/13/20</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Carla Saenz, Bioethics Advisor the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11/10/20</td>
<td>Webinar</td>
<td>Aldo Vivar, Perú’s national transitory REC for COVID-19 trials, Perú Mike Cambell, REC of University of West Indies - Cave Hill and Barbados Ministry of Health and Wellness, Barbados Marianela Sánchez Rojas, Central REC from Costa Rica’s Social Security System, Costa Rica Dorian E. Ramírez Flores, Guatemala’s National Ethics in Health Committee, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11/18/20</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Covid-19 Clinical Research Coalition Ethics Working Group, monthly meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11/18/20</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>EULaC PerMed Technical Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/20/20</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Sofia Patricia Salas Ibarra*, Center of Bioethics, Faculty of Medicine, Clínica Alemana-Universidad del Desarrollo; Chair of the National Commission for Research Ethics, an advisory Commission for the Chilean Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11/23/2020</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Francis Crawley*, GCPA Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bakyht Sarymsakov, Head of the Regional Training Center for Health Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Astana Medical University, Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nariman Safari, President of the Azerbaijan Medical Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11/24/2020</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Chiedozie Ike, Public Health Physician, Certified Research Ethics Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Irrua Specialist Teaching Hospital, Benin City, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11/26/2020</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Leonardo de Castro*, Chair of the Philippine Health Research Ethics Board;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Member of the National Ethics Committee of the Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>11/26/2020</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>NGO ‘Forum of Ethics Committees, Kazakhstan Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11/30/2020</td>
<td>Webinar</td>
<td>Silvina Kuperman, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Juan Manuel Anaya, Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ricardo Palacios, Brasil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jose Gotes Palazuelos, México</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>12/9/2020</td>
<td>Webinar</td>
<td>Sandra Tapia, President of the Ad Hoc Scientific Ethics Committee for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific Research on Covid-19 Vaccines of Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adriel Jonas Roitman, Member of the Central Committee of Research Ethics,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Health of the City of Buenos Aires, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheryl Cox Macpherson*, Director of the CREEi Research Ethics Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Program for the Caribbean, and member of the Anglo Caribbean Bioethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Association, Grenada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Juan Villacorta, Member of the Transitory Committee on Research Ethics for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the Covid-19 Emergency of Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>12/15/2020</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Eimy Minowa, Clinical site manager, PAREXEL, New South Wales, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Guilherme S. Julian--Director RWE/HEOR/Market Access at IOVL, São Paulo,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brasil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12/21/2020</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Ludmila Macêdo Naud, Epidemiologist, Ministry of Health, Brasil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multisite ethics REC guidance for ethics review during Covid-19 and other public health emergencies

www.covid19crc.org
6.28 In addition to review by either local or national committees in the country (or countries) where the research is taking place, research in emergencies will often involve research institutions or funders based in other jurisdictions, with their own review requirements. This presents a further challenge: even where all such committees are in place, coordinating responsive and timely reviews is clearly more complex and time-consuming across multiple committees, with scope for duplication and contradiction. Further difficulties arise in circumstances such as where emergencies are linked with internal conflict, where there may be no body available with local legitimacy to undertake ethical scrutiny. Alternative suggested approaches in such cases include seeking input from local advisory groups, or from local academics able to provide a complementary structured review of protocols.

6.29 The value of multi-country review, including the opportunities for complementariness through sharing of different perspectives, and potential for mutual learning, was emphasised by a workshop of REC members from across five continents, convened in 2018 by WHO and the African coaLition for Epidemic Research, Response and Training (ALERRT) network (see paragraph 3.28 and Box 3.9) to explore effective review in infectious disease outbreaks. Participants highlighted the importance of definitive national approval before a study could go ahead, rather than supporting a single multi-country approach, and recommended that individual national RECs, or other in-country competent bodies, should prepare by developing standing operating procedures for emergency review. They also emphasised the value of greater harmonisation of criteria and procedures, particularly at regional level, supported by legitimate umbrella bodies such as the African Vaccine Regulatory Forum (see also Box 6.7 for a Caribbean example). It was also noted that such a regionally harmonised approach to review procedures need not be limited to infectious disease emergencies.

Recommendation 7-8

There is already an explosion of research activities and clinical trials to find a cure and a vaccine for COVID-19. Most of these activities occur on a local level. However, at the same time, there is a need for coordination of international efforts and the formulation of a common understanding of ethical review processes. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) and partners have announced the organization of a study coined “SOLIDARITY” to compare untested treatments throughout several countries since multiple small trials of possible coronavirus therapeutics approaches with different methodologies may not provide the evidence needed. Accelerated review and approval of novel approaches may become necessary so as not to delay research during this public health emergency. An oversight committee for responsible research during this pandemic on a global level needs to be urgently created. Such a committee should gather the results obtained on local levels and coordinate/share the review procedures, which may be exceptional in pandemics and may not follow the regular rules. In this regard, guidance for the local ethics review boards is critical. It is understandable for new practices to be accommodated in the emergency context, considering the nature of the global threat. However, such decisions need ethical justification (see WHO Guidance for managing ethical issues in infectious disease outbreaks (2016)).

Ethical principles should not be transgressed but may be adjusted to exceptional circumstances. It is also important that research under these circumstances must not be carried out purely for financial gain. Transparency, sharing of data, and sharing of benefits of research for all humans need to be recognized as central values (see Report of the IBC on the Principle of the Sharing of Benefits (2015)). The IBC and COMEST applaud the rapidly growing number of funding agencies and scientific journals that have responded to the call by Wellcome Trust to commit to make COVID-19 related scientific publications available in Open Access in times of public health emergencies.
Role of local research institutions – When local researchers are available, they should be involved in the design, implementation, analysis, reporting and publication of outbreak-related research. Local researchers can help ensure that studies adequately respond to local realities and needs and that they can be implemented effectively without jeopardizing the emergency response. Involving local researchers in international research collaborations also contributes to building longterm research capacity in affected countries and promoting the value of international equity in science.

Addressing limitations in local research ethics review and scientific capacity – Countries’ capacity to engage in local research ethics review may be limited during outbreaks because of time constraints, lack of expertise, diversion of resources to outbreak response efforts, or pressure from public health authorities that undermines reviewers’ independence. International and nongovernmental organizations should assist local research ethics committees to overcome these challenges by, for example, sponsoring collaborative reviews involving representatives from multiple countries supplemented by external experts.

Providing ethics review in time sensitive circumstances – The need for immediate action to contain an infectious disease outbreak may make it impossible to adhere to the usual timeframes for research ethics review. National research governance systems and the international community should anticipate this problem by developing mechanisms to ensure accelerated ethics review in emergency situations, without undermining any of the substantive protections that ethics review is designed to provide. One option is to authorize the advance review of generic protocols for conducting research in outbreak conditions, which can then be rapidly adapted and reviewed for particular contexts. Early discussion and collaboration with local research ethics committees can help ensure the project is viable and can facilitate local committees’ effective and efficient consideration of final protocols when an outbreak actually occurs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Health Organization. (2020). Guidance for research ethics committees for rapid review of research during public health emergencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To prepare for the review of emergency research, research ethics committees should agree on a process for rapid review (this would mean reviewing protocols as and when they are submitted rather than waiting for a scheduled meeting). This process should be communicated to the researchers. Any anticipated delays for non-emergency research should also be communicated to all principal investigators who had previously submitted such research projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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